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ENCRYPTION-BASED  PROTECTION   PROTOCOLS   FOR 

INTERACTIVE USER-COMPUTER  COMMUN' AT ION  * 

by 

Stephen  Thomas  Kent 

ABSTRACT 

This thesis dr/elops a complete set of protocols, which utilize a block 

cipher, e.g., the NBS data encryption standard, for protecting Interactive 

user-coraputer communication over physically unsecured channels. The use of 

the block cipher protects against disclosure of message contents to an 

Intruder, and the protocols provide for the detection of message atn - 

modification and denial of message service by an intruder. The protocols 

include facilities for key distribution, two-way login authentication, 

resynchronization following channel disruption, and expedition of high 

priority messages. The thesis presents designs for modules to implement the 

protocols, both in a terminal and in a host computer system, and discusses the 

results of a teat implementation of the modules on Multics. 

Thesis Supervisor: Michael D. Schroeder 

*This report is based -ip > a thesis if * similar title submitted to the 
Department of Electil. al Engineering 'nc' Computer Science, Massachusetts 
Institute of Technolog), on May 19, 19'<. in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Science. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

This thesis develops protocols to organize the use of encryption to deal 

with  the problem of providing a secure communication path between a user at . 

terminal and hi. computation In a remote host computer system.   This  problem 

Is of major concern as more and more computing Is performed Interactively via 

unsecured communication facilities and the value and importance of the data ,o 

accessed Increases.  Secure communication Is no longer a concern just for  the 

military.  With the Introduction of a standard encryption algorithm [NBSJ that 

can  be  Implemented on  a  single  Integrated circuit  chip,  and  with the 

decreasing costs of hardware components. It Is now practical to consider using 

encryption-based measures to protect data enroute from a user  terminal  to  a 

remote host facility. 

Assuming the existence of an intruder, armed with a large scale computer 

positioned in the connection between a user terminal and a remote host 

c«nPuter, a number of different types of threats may be posed. The intruder 

-ay not only passively copy each message transmitted in eUher direction on 

the connection, but he may actively disrupt the flow of messages on the 

connection, modifying, delaying, reordering, and rerouting messages or 

synthesizing new messages and inserting them into the connection. As the 

communication path Is assumed to be physically unsecured, there is no way that 

an intruder can be prevented from engaging in such acts,  but  the  protection 

Page 8 
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■ea.ures developed In the chests do prevent disclosure of message contents, 

provide detection of message stream modification, and provide detection of 

denial of mesuagt» service. 

The use of encryption protects against disclosure of the contents of the 

messages being transmitted on the connection.  It also serve« to bind together 

the user level data and a tag that Identifies .usages, so  that  an  Intruder 

cannot,  vrtth a high  probability, modify user level data without detectably 

modifying the tag. The  use of such a tag In all messages provides a basis for 

establishing the authenticity of each message received on the connection.  TW 

design of the tag prevents any undetected reordering, deletion,  or rerouting 

of  unmodified messages on the connection.  It also provides for the highly 

probable detection of  spurious or modified messages  Introduced  Into the 

connection.  Protocols are  provided, employing special control messages, to 

distribute encryption  keys on  the connection, detect  Intruder  attacks 

Involving delay or destruction of message traffic, and re.ynchronize both ends 

of the connection In the event of disruption.  A protocol also Is employed for 

the secure handling of high priority messages o,. the connection. 

The thesis presents a design for the protection modules needed u both 

ends of the connection to Implement the protocols. At the terminal end. the 

protection module Is simple enough for It to be constructed using a general 

purpose microprocessor and a special purpose .hip for enciphering and 

deciphering operations. At the host end. the the protection module is 

constructed in software within tue host co-puter. The only special hardware 

«upport assumed for the host module Is a machine Instruction for performing 

enciphering and deciphering of message block«, perhaps using  the  same chip. 

■* 



Pa8e 10 Introduction 

The preferred positioning of the protection modules relative to the various 

hardware and software facilities typical of existing computer communication 

system Is discussed. 

In order to test the completeness of the protection measures designed In 

this thesis and evaluate their Impact on the hunan Interface of a computer 

utility, a test Implementation waf. carried out on the Multlcs [MIT] system. 

Experience with this test Implemencatlon Indicates that the modules do detect 

Intruder acts resulting in message stream modification or denial of message 

service and mitigate the Impact of connection disruption on the Interface 

presented to the user. The performance degradation resulting from use oi the 

modules, assuming hardware support for the encryption/decryption algorithm, 

should be negligible for most users. 

Related Work 

As this thesis Is not primarily concerned with cryptographic systems, the 

work of such people as Kahn [KDI, KD2] and Shannon [Sha] Is only Indirectly 

related. It may be the case that work similar In nature to that reported on 

in this thesis has been carried out by researchers within the Department of 

Defense, but because such work would be classified I am not aware of it. 

In the open literature a number of papers have dealt with the use of 

encryption for protection of data communicated via physically unsecured 

channels [Bar, Sav, Sc'.', TUT]. In particular the work of Paul Baran at Rand 

[Bar] stands .-.ut as an example of a major, systematic study of the problems 

involved in securing military data communication networks. This study, like 

others in  the area,  takes the view of  providing  secure communication 
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facilUIes for a variety of purposes other than user communication with 

computation in remote host computers. It also places emphasis on protecting 

the communication system from the threat of traffic analysis, unlike this 

thesis, and thus assumes the existence of relatively secure intermediate nodes 

in the communication network to provide link encryption of messages. In 

addition to end-to-end encryption. A fundamental difference between work of 

this sort and the thesis is that the former treates the problem as one of 

securing communication facilities, rather than as a one of providing a secure 

virtual connection between a user and his computation executing In a remote 

host computer. 

Several  papers  were generated  at   IBM  In  the     early    seventies,     by    Horst 

Felstel     et  al.   [FH1,   FH2,   FNS,   Smi,   SNO],  dealing  with  the  development of  the 

Lucifer  encryption algorithm  and   its application  to  remote     terminal     to    host 

communication     systems    and     to     remotely    accessed     databases.       These  papers 

discussed   the  design  of  Lucifer and  presented  a  simple   protocol  for     use    over 

half-duplex     channelp.       That     work Is much  closer  to   the body of  this  thesis, 

than  the  works  noted above,  in  terms of   its    Intended     application.       However, 

the    protocols    described     in     the     IBM    papers    are     suited    only     for use   In 

half-duplex  communication  environments  and do not  treat all  of  the     protection 

problems,     e.g.,     automatic  detection by  the  host  of  connection blocking  by an 

intruder  and  secure   transmission  of high  priority messages,     that    arise     when 

the    encryption  protection mechanisms are  used  for general  purpose   Interactive 

computing,   as  opposed   to  databrse   accessing.     Furthermore,  the  coupling  of  the 

encryption  protection    measures    with    database     accessing    seems     to    violate 

concepts    of  procedural   layering of system  functions,     nils violation  seems  to 

Ml '¥' 
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Introduction 

be a result of trying to use the encryptior. protection mechanisms to overcome 

deficiencies in the internal protection ■ chanisms of the host computer used 

in  these experiments. 

More recently,   Dennis  Branstad,  of  the  National   Bureau of   Standards,     has 

proposed     some     protocols     for  use   in  authentication,  host  access control,  and 

distribution    of    working     keys     in    a    network    environment       [Bral.       Bra2]. 

Branstad's    work    does    not     develop    protocols     to  deal   with  problems  such  as 

message  sequencing,   automatic   reaynchronization.     and     high     priority    message 

processing.       The     protocols     proposed   by  Branstad  are described   in  terms of a 

particular  network environment  that  does not  encompass  simple dialup  lines    of 

the     type  used  to  access many  interactive  host  computers   today.     The  protocols 

described   in   this  thesis can  be used  in  either  a    general     network    or     simple 

dialup    environment.     Further   suggestions  for  protocols  to organize  the  use  of 

the National   Bureau of  Standards data  encryption  standard  are  expected     to    be 

forthcoming  shortly from  NBS and   from  other  researchers. 

Outline of Thesis 

Chapter two presents the model of the terminal-host connection that Is 

used in the thesis, and develops the protection goals that characterize the 

security that can be provided for a physically unsecured connection. The 

chapter then presents characteristics of cryptographic systems that make them 

suitable fur protecting interactive user-computer communication and selects 

the NBS data encryption standard as the basis for implementation of the 

protection  protocols. 

MM 
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Chapter three develops an authentication scheme for messages in a 

full-duplex communication environment. The chapter also deals with protocols 

for    the    distribution  of   keys   in  support of  the  authentication mechanism,   and 

presents a  protocol   for  the  secure   initialization    of     the    channel     at     login 

time. 

Chapter four develops protection measures for detection of denial of 

service, when effected by blocking of mecsage naffic on the connection. A. 

chapter also discusses protocols that are used to restore synchrony of the 

message counters used for authentication on the channel. 

Chapter five discusses high priority messages, e.g.. "attention" signals. 

An extension to the connection model developed in chapter two is presented to 

support high priority messages transmitted from the terminal to the host. A 

protocol is introduced for handling such messages within the protection 

framework provided for regular message communication. 

Chapter six investigates the factors that influence the positioning of 

the encryption protection modules in the communication path between a user's 

terminal and his computation. The primary factors that influence this 

positioning are security and functionality constraints. Differences in host 

communication system architectures that are relevant to protection module 

positioning, especially with respect to support of high priority messages and 

character echoing, are examined. 

Chapter seven presents a detailed discussion of the control structure of 

both the terminal and host protection modules. T^e modules are characterized 

in terms of finite state machines driven by inputs from the user terminal, the 

user's process, the ciphertext connection and timeouts at the host module. 

m**m 
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CKapte.    .„„.    dl8cu83e8  thc   tm   (mplement(|tlc)n oi the ^^^^  pw^ 

Undertate„ „„ tlle „.u^. 8yatem,     ^ of ^ ^^^   ^^    ^^^    ^^ 

.«..U, lnc„rp„ratI„g . ho8t   protectl(,n nod,il(ä   ^ a ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ 

«.      C„„3ldered. ,   di8CU8olon   ot   the    ^^^   ^   the   protecti()n   ^^oii   ^ 

th. perforaa„.e „f the USer-h„8t e„nnectto„ and  the „08t ovechead     „    support 

the  protection protocol., Is presented. 

Chapter    nine    rev^»     *. concUsions of   tKe   thesis a„d proposes topics 

tor further stody.   .„Codin,  construction    of     „auction     ter^in.i    md    ho8t 

P.-otection      ^uies.       further     perforce    evasion,    and    generation    of 

encryption  keys. 

The appendi, discuaaes the auaceptability of the Lucifer and NBS    ciphers 

to    a  particuiar  f„ra „f crypta„alyaia. exhaustive  key searching with „tcing 

intercepted cleartext and cipHerte.t.     Recent research     ,0H,,     lndlQateB    that 

this     for«    „f    cryptanaiysis    .ay    he    « practice! .eons of attacking the »BS 

cipher,  but  that   the ,.uclfer cipher   la realatant to  auch an attack. 
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Chapter  Two 

Protection  r.oals and   Kncryptlon 

In  order  to  discuss  the  protection  problems    associated     with     physically 

unsecured       communication    channels,     this    chapter     presents    a    model     of    a 

terminal-host    connection,     complete     with     Intruder,     and     examines     specific 

examples    of     Intruder     threats.       From     this model,   the   realIzable protection 

goals  for such  a connection  are  established.     Next,  encryption     Is     Introduced 

as    a    basis   for meeting  these  goals.     The   thesis does not  Involve  the details 

of  cryptographic  systems or cryptanalysls.     Rather,  cryptographic  systems    are 

viewed  as "black boxes"   that  exhibit   :ertaln  properties germane  to providing  a 

secure    communication     path     between    a    user  and a  remote  host  computer.     T^e 

chapter  concludes by discussing     the     properties    that    make     a    cryptographic 

system     suitable     for     this    application    and  that   influence  the design of  the 

high-level  synchronization  and authentication     protocols     developed     in     later 

chapters. 

The  Terminal-Host  Connection Model 

For generality, we consider a full-duplex connection between , „», 

terminal and a computer utility. Such a connection has the property that 

messages may be transmitted in both directions simultaneously. We can further 

simplify this description by moling the full-duplex connection as a pair of 

independent simplex channels. „ capable of transmitting messages in one 

direction    only.       At     this     time     we   shall   ignore  the  physical  details of  the 

Page   15 
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Protection Goals and Encryption 

connection. Thus, such equipment as line adaptors, modems, front end 

processors and possible In termed late switching nodes wll i not be considered 

here, but will be discussed In chapter six. Rather, we shall Identify only 

three parts of the connection as being of Interest at this time: the terminal 

terminal, the host, and an Intruder. 

Both the terminal anJ the host are presumed to reside In secure areas. 

The terminal may be used at different times by various users with different 

security requirements and different authorization levels. The host may also 

provide services to a diverse user community, not all of whom will employ the 

protection measures described In this thesis. 

The Intruder will be represented by a large computer, under hostile 

control, situated In the connection between the terminal and the host. All 

messages transmitted in elrher direction on the connection must pass through 

the intruder. The Intruder can perform any processing he desires on the 

messages-- copying them, delaying them, absorbing them, modifying them, 

synthesizing new messages or allowing them to pass transparently. Figure 2-1 

describes this configuration. 

Terminal 
<—————__—_ 

Intruder 

Figure 2-1 

General Model of a Full-Duplex Connection with Intruder 

. 
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Protection Goals 

We would like to transmit messages In both directions in a way that makes 

the presence of the intruder irrelevant to the security of the connection. 

However, as the model suggests, with a physically unsecure connection the 

intruder could absorb some or all message traffic in his computer. In a less 

drastic action, the intruder could delay all message traffic in either or both 

directions. Acts of this nature can be termed "denial of message service" 

threats. In our model, with all messages on the connection passing through 

the intruder's computer, it is not possible to £1^6^ denial of message 

service and we shall not address the more general problem of countering such 

threats. 

Similarly, as our model suggests, it is not possible to prevent the 

modification of a message transmitted over the connection or the introduction 

of a spurious message. Included in the set of spurious messages are not only 

bit strings constructed by the intruder, but also messages previously 

Intercepted by the intruder. Acts such as these can be designated as "message 

stream modification"   threats.   (1) 

(1)   One may a so  term  acts of  this nature    "active"     wiretapping     threats, in 
contrast     to  "passive"  wiretapping  threats  that   involve no   Intervention  in the 
transmiss  on of message     traffic     but     merely    involve    listening     in    on the 
conversation.                                                                                                                * 



PaRe   18 Protection Goals  and   Encryption 

With     those     limitations     In     mlrd,     wo     can     establish     three     goals   for 

protection measures applied  to  a physically unsecured  connection: 

1. Prevention of  release of message contents 

2, Detection of message   stream modification 

5.   Detection of denial   of message  service 

We  will  now examine    various     Intruder     threats    to    determine     what     form    of 

protection measures are  required  to  achieve  these  goals.   (2) 

Encryption techniques have been used primarily as counterraeasures to 

threats of menage contents disclosure [KD2] . By enciphering messages 

transmitted between the terminal and the host, this first goal can be achieved 

within the limitations of the enciphering scheme used and subject to security 

violations external to our model, e.g., the loss of the key by the user. The 

enciphering Is controlled by a key held by both the user and the host, and the 

ability to decipher a message Is based exclusively on possession of the key. 

Modifying our earlier terminal-host connection model to Include an encryption 

protection module (EPM) at the terminal end and suitable encryption facilities 

at the host end results In the configuration shown In Figure 2-2. The 

protocols used  to  establish     an     enciphered     communication     path    between     the 

(2) A form of intruder threat that does not fall within these three categories 
is referred to as traffic analysis. This passive threat Involves analysis of 
patterns of message traffic, or examination of address headers in multiplexed 
channels, without actually reading the contents of the multiplexed channels, 
In an effort to determine the nature of the conversation taking place. 
O-ntermeasures against traffic analysis threats usually Involve the 
generation of "dummy" messages at each end of the connection In order to 
maintain a constant rate of message traffic and Unk-to-Unk encryption of 
mfssages to prevent an intruder from reading message headers. Although the 
protocols developed in the thesis will support such additional 
countermeasures,   threats  of  this  type  will  not be   treated. 
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terminal     and     the    host     compucer.  hy exchanging messages enciphered  ^ith  th. 

same   key,  are discussed   in  chapter   three. 

Terminal 

Figure 2-2 

Connection Model vith Encryption Protection Modul es 

In order to achieve the second goal noted above, detection of message 

stream modification, some mechanism must he employed that permits a message to 

be verified as authentic. In this context authenticity implies not onlv that 

the message received was sent by the other end of the connection, b,., .urther 

that the message is the next one in the sequence of messages currently being 

transmitted.       By    associating  with  each message a  tag   that   is then   enciphered 

along  with   the message,   the   problem  of message authentication can  be  attacked. 

Chapter   ^hree  proposes a  scheme   for  tagging messages  that   is  the     basis    of    a 

simple     authentication     technique     for     use     in    a     full-duplex     communication 

environment. 

in order to achieve the third goal, detection of denial of message 

service, request-response protocols will be introduced to permit automatic, 

time-controlled monitoring of the integrity of the connection bv the host. 

These  protocols  will  be developed   in  chapter   four. 

The protection measures used in this thesis to achieve all three goals 

are based on encryption. As well as masking the user-level data from the 

intruder,     encryption     indivisibly    binds     the data   to   the  control   information 

. 
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required to achieve the other two goals. We now shall examine some properties 

of cryptographic systems to determine Mhieh systems are suitable for this 

application and to develop an understanding of the nature of the security 

provided by encryption. 

Terminology 

A£i£her   is an  algorithmic   transformation  performed   on  a  symbol-by-symbol 

basis on any data.     Although  there     are     technical     distinctions    between     the 

terms    encipherment    and     encryption     [KD2.     Sha],     the  two  terms will  be  used 

Interchangeably throughout  this  thesis  to  refer  to  the  application of  a cipher 

to data.     An  encryption algorithm   is any algorithm  that   Implements    a     cipher. 

The     input     to     an     encryption  algorithm   Is  referred  to  as  cleartext  while   the 

output  from  the   algorithm  is    designated     as     ciphertext.     The     transformation 

performed     on     the    cleartext  to  encipher   it   Is controlled  by a   ke^.     To  be of 

use   In  a communications context,   there must  also  exist  a    raatchin«     decryption 

alSorlthni     that  "veraes  the  encryption  transformation when  presented  with  the 

same   key.     Figure  2-3  shows   the  general  form  of  such  a    cryptographic     system. 

KEY KEY 

I I 
cleartext 

■ -> 

ENCRYPTION 
ALGORITHM 

ciphertext DECRYPTION 
ALGORITHM 

cleartext 

Figure 2-3 

"Black Box" Model of a Cryptographic System 
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Two major classes of encryption techniques that have been used In modern, 

non-voice telecommunications and digital computer applications are stream and 

bl°£li encryption. The fomer method performs bit-by-bit transformations on 

the cleartext under the control of a stream of key bits, usually using some 

easily reversible operation, e.g.. addition modulo 2. The latter method 

enciphers fixed-sized blocks of bits under the control of a key that is 

frequently the same size as. or somewhat larger than, the blocks being 

encrypted. 

Stream Ciphers 

Stream ciphers have an advantage that they can operate on a stream of 

cleartext in real time, enciphering each bit as it is generated by combining 

it with a bit from a key stream. A stream cipher In which the key stream 

consists of random bits as long as the combined length of all messages that 

are ever to be transmitted using this stream, a Vernam cipher, constitutes an 

unbreakable cipher [KD1. KD2. Sha]. m practice, the volume of communication 

traffic and the logistic difficulties associated with providing each user with 

a sufficient quantity of keys cause most stream ciphers to utilize 

pseudo-random bit streams, based on a flxed-.ength key. that have very long 

periods. 

Various techniques may be used in stream ciphers to generate the key 

stream. The source of these bits may be completely independent of the 

cleartext stream, e.g.. a pseudo-random number generator primed with a small 

initial key or a tape that Is to be used only once. With such an Independent 

key    stream,     changes  to  Individual   bits  In  the clphertext do  not  propagate  to 

•*-~m- 
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other portions of the clphertext stream. This Is an advantage In that 

transmission errors that alter the values of bits of the clphertext do not 

affect the ability of the receiver to correctly decipher subsequent 

transmissions. (3) This characteristic Is a disadvantage In constructing 

message stream control protocols because It falls to bind together user-level 

data  and  control   Information. 

Stream  ciphers can  also be constructed   In     which     the     key    stream     Is    a 

function    of     the  cleartext or clphertext and  uses  some  Initial,  "priming"   key 

[Sha].     Ciphers employing   this approach achieve   Interblt  dependence     that     can 

be    used     to  detect errors  In   transmitted  clphertext,  as  such errors   Interfere 

with     the    correct    decipherment    of    subsequent     transmissions.       Transmitted 

clphertext       can       also       be    used     as     Input     to     key    stream     generation     In 

self-synchronizing  ciphers  that  achieve   Interblt  dependence but   resume correct 

operation  following  transmission  errors,   after  some   fixed  number  of  unaffected 

bits are  received   [Sav].     Even    with     the     use     of     self-synchronizing     stream 

ciphers,    an error   In   the  received  clphertext may  result   In damage  to multiple 

messages. 

Block Ciphers 

In contrast to stream ciphers, block ciphers transform entire blocks of 

bits under the control of a key. If the block size Is n bits, then the size 

of the cleartext space (the range of cleartext block values) and the size of 

the  clphertext space   (the  range of clphertext block values)   Is  2 n . 

inV^o^H   1"8"t;0n  °r  rf™°val   of bits  from  the  clphertaxt  stream  results 
In a IOSJ of deciphering ability  In  ciphers of  this  sort. 

. 
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A    block    cipher    maps    the    space    of cleartext block«  Into  the space of 

clphertext  blocks.     In    order    that     the    deciphering    of    a    block    yield    an 

unambiguous    cleartext block the mappings must  be  reversible,  hence one-to-one 

and,   in   this case,  onto,  because  the  sizes rf the  spaces are equal.     Thus,    wv 

cm    view    a    block    cipher    under     the    control   of a single key as defining a 

permutation on  the  set of  n-bit blocks.     There arr- (2n)|  distinct  pemutstlons 

on  the   set  of jv-bit  blocks.     In  practice   it   is not     feasible     to     implement    a 

block    cipher     that     realizes    all of  the  possible permutations because of  the 

size of   the   key required and  the  logical   complexity of    the    cipher.       In    the 

block    ciphers    we    shall    discuss,  only a   small   fraction of the permutations, 

e.g.,   on   the  order  of  the  size of  the   text  spaces,   is used. 

For all values of n,  the block size, a block cipher   is equivalent  to    the 

classical     "simple     snbstitut ion"     cipher,     and     when    n     is    7  or 8   the  block 

corresponds    to    a    single    character     from    some    small    alphabet    and       this 

equivalence    becomes very apparent.     ThlB system  is   known  to be very weak,   not 

because  of  the   structure of  the  system,   but   because of  the  small   size    of     the 

block«     usually    used.       The    cipher     is     subject   to analysis of  the   frequency 

distribution of   individual   blocks,   for comparison    with     the     known     frequency 

distribution    of    characters in  large  samples of cleartext.    By  increasing  the 

size  of  the  block so  that  n   is on  the  order  of   50  or   100,   and  by    constructing 

the    cipher     so     that     the     frequency characteristics of  the components  of  the 

block are  concealed,   such   frequency distribution analysis    becomes     infesslble 

because   the  size of  the effective alphabet   has been   Increased  to  250    or  2100, 

and   the   resulting  cryptographic  system   is very good. 
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The Lucifer system developed at IBM In an example of a block cipher 

scheme using 128-blt blocks and equal size keys [FUl, FH2, FNS, Sml, SNO]. 

Each bit of clphertext In a block generated by the Lucifer algorithm Is a 

function of each bit of the key and each bit of the cleartext block. A 

difference of only one bit In either the key or the cleartext results In 

clphertext in which each bit Is changed with approximately equal probability. 

Conversely, a change in ne bit of either the key or the clphertext will 

result in changes in an average of 50% of the bits of the deciphered 

cleartext. 

Because of this sensitivity of the block to modification, the inclusion 

of a jc bit error detection (or identification) field in a cleartext block 

provides a basis for detecting modification of the block with a probability of 

undetected error of l/(2k). This means that any error in a block propagates 

within the block to such an extent that its detection can be made extremely 

likely, yet subsequent blocks ar. unaffected by the error. Feistel claims 

that because this interblt dependence within a block is functionally 

non-linear, it is difficult to use the dependence as an aid in deciphering the 

blocks   (FNS] . 

For block ciphers, synchrony of the two ends of the communication channel 

ii required only to the extent that each must load the same key and the blocks 

must be correctly delimited. Higher-level message stream synchronization, 

e.g., correct ordering of blocks, can be accomplished by protocols that use 

sequence numbers embedded within the blocks. Resynchronization at that level, 

we will demonstrate in chapter four, is possible without transmitting special 

unenclphered  messages. 

•*•■** 
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Choice  of £ Cipher   Scheme 

An  encryption  algorithm ured  for  securing a     user/computer    communication 

channel     must     conceal     the    contents  of  transmissions and  provide  a basis  for 

effectively  Implementing various  authentication  and   synchronization  protocols. 

While both stream  and   block ciphers can    conceal     effectively,     block    ciphers 

seem     to   provide  a  simpler   to  use  basis   for  the  protocols.     In order  to detect 

various  Intruder  threats,   the  protocols associate  with    each    message    certain 

Information     that   Identifies  the message  as genuine.     The  encryption algorithm 

must bind   together   the  user's messages and  the  protocol     Information    so     that 

any    attempt     to     tamper    with    the    message  will  be  reflected  In  the  protocol 

Information.     In   the  event of  intrusion  or  error,   the  protocols     should    allow 

re-establishing  higher-level message  stream  synchrony without  going  outside  of 

the     encryption  scheme.     These  combined   requirements appear  to  Indicate  that  a 

block cipher  similar     to    Lucifer     would     provide     a    natural    basis     for     the 

development    of     the     protection     protocols,     since     it     provides     substantial 

Interbit dependence   in  each block while     limiting     the     impact    of    errors     to 

single, well-defined  blocks.   (4) 

A block encryption algorithm has been proposed as a Federal Information 

Processing Standard (FIPS) by the National Burea- of Stariards [Bra2, NBS] . 

This algorithm  operates on 64-bit blocks,  uses a  64-b:t  key     (5)     and     employs 

(4) This should not be construed as an indication that stream ciphers, 
especially auto-synchronizing ones, cannot be used as the foundation for 
protocols similar to the ones presented in this thesis. Rather, block ciphers 
such as Lucifer appear to form a more natural basis for fixed-length message 
protocols  of  the   type  presented   in  this thesis. 

(5) 1 though a 64-bit key is used with the NBS algorithm, only 56 bits of this 
key are actively used   in  the encryption  algorithm and  NBS has  recommended   that 
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-any    of     the     same    design     principles    used   In   the   128-blt  Lucifer.     If   thl 

algorlthn,  Is adopted as a  PIPS.   It  will  probably beco.e a     de    .facto     Industr 

standard    as     well.       Already     software     18    being    offered     that  pertonns  ch 

encryption  as specified  b3   this algorlthm   tBrl],  and  hardware     Indentations 

of   the  algorlthn, using a  single  large-scale   Integrated  chip are being  planned. 

Thus,   the  protection  protocols  and mechanisms developed   In  this  thesis  will   be 

examined   In   the  contex:   of  probable  use  of  this encryption  algorlthm.   although 

the     protocols    are    not     restricted     to     the     particular    block    or     key size 

associated  with  the  NBS  proposed  standard. 

Although  this  cipher  appears  resistant  to  cryptanalysls.   recent     work    by 

Dlffle  and  Hellman   [Ml]   Indicates  that  automated,   exhaustive   searching  of  the 

^y    space   Is not  unreasonable   for an  analyst   provided  with  adequate  resources 

and   small amounts of   Intercepted  clphertext and     partial     matching     cleartext. 

This     thesis  is not  concerned   with  the   topic  of  cryptanalysls and  assumes  that 

the  cipher  scheme  used as  the     foundation     for     the     protection     protocols     1 

resistant     to  cryptanalyt1c  attacks.     In order   to  better  understand  the  nat 

of   the  weakness noted  by Dlffle  and  Hellman.   the     appendix     contains    a     brief 

discussion of  exhaustive   searching  of  the  key  space   In  the case  of  the  Lucifer 

and     NBS ciphers.     In  chapter   three  M   shall  note.   fa  some  Instances,  how this 

characteristic  of the  NBS cipher  might  affect   the  protection  protocols. 

s 

ure 

Summary 

This chapter   presented  a model   of  a     physically    unsecured     terminal-host 

connection    and     established  goals  for  the  protection  that  we   shall  attempt   to 

U Jp^S^fHIl^ Kl^aF^^   for  error detection 
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provide through the use of encryption and the protocols developed In later 

chapters. We have examined some properties of cryptographic systems and have 

chosen, particular block cipher as the basis for the development of 

protection protocols. Ihl. type of cipher Is well suited to the application 

because of the high degree of Interblt dependence It provides for each block 

and because of the Independence of each block with respect to propagation of 

errors. 

A specific  example of  this type  of  cipher  has been  proposed as a     Federal 

Information     Processing     Standard     and,   if  adopted,  will   provide a  broad  basis 

for exchange of  encrypted  information.     Thus,  we  will  adopt   it    as    the    basic 

cryptographic       system     upon    which     further     protection    mechanians    will     be 

constructed.     However,   the  protocols presented   in  this  thesis can be used  with 

other  block encryption  schemes  that   provide   suitable  cryptographic  protection. 



Chapter  Three 

Message  Stream Authentication 

Having  chosen,   In chapter   two,   Luclfer-style  block ciphers as    the    basis 

for     Implementing     protection  protocols,   this  chapter  presents a  simple  scheme 

for authenticating messages   that  uses  the  properties of    such    ciphers.       This 

authentication    scheme     achieves     the    goal     of    detection    of    message  stream 

modification  through  Independent message  sequence  numbering  on    each    channel. 

This    chapter    also     presents    a     protocol   for changing   keys  that  supports  the 

message  authentication  scheme and  that   serves as a  basis  for a   time-dependent, 

two-way authentication  login     protocol.       The    message     authentication     scheme 

further     serves    as  the   foundation  for protocols  that   detect denial   of  service 

and   that  resynchronlze   the  connection  following disruption    of    communication. 

These   last  two  protocols art   presented   In chapter   four. 

Me3sage  Modification Threats  and Authentication 

Part of the protocol Information enciphered as part of each message to 

verify Its authenticity Is a tag. (1) Although there are a variety of forms 

that  this authentlcator  tag may assume,   (2)   we  are  Interested  only  In    designs 

(1) Although a logical unit of correspondence may be so large as to require 
several   encrypted message blocks   for  Its transmission,   for simplicity  the   term 
message     will  refer   to   the  logical  contents of one block. 

(2) For example, verification of a message may be based not on the knowledge 
of the exact bit pattern contained In the tap. but rather on the tag 
satisfying some computational or structural constraints, e.g.. It may always 
contain twice as many "0" bits as "I" bits or t may be a cyclic redundancy 
check of  the  rest  of tho block contents. 
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that require the tag to consist of a bit pattern that must precisely match a 

pattern held by the receiver of the messige. When used In a block enciphered 

with a Luclfer-type algorithm, such tags are optimal with respect to 

utilization of block space In that a _k bit tag conveys precisely k bits of 

authentication Information and can be forged by an Intruder with probability 

of l/(2k). 

it can be argued that such a tag is not necessary to the authentication 

process, especially when an encryption scheme with high degiee of interblt 

dependence is being employed, since a spurious message would not decipher into 

meaningful cleartext. While this argument has some merit when considering 

messages received by the user at his terminal, it does not seem that most 

software systems exhibit a corresponding ability to make Intelligent 

Judgements as to the meaningfulness of messages. Moreover, messages directed 

to the user may admit to a wide range of "meaningful" contents when they 

represent answers to a virgin problem or consist of -andom numbers. Thus, we 

Insist that authentication be based on the use of some form ol message 

tagging. 

To prevent an intruder from modifying a message and not the tag 

associated with It, It Is necessary that the tag be attached to the message In 

such a manner that modification of any part of the encrypted block Is very 

likely to result In modification of the message tag. The use of a bloc'-, 

cipher system of the type discussed In chapter two, and placement of the tag 

In the message block achieve this desired result of message tag and message 

Interdependence. 

 unii'nuimiit. mm» 
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We shall distinguish two classes of message stream modification attacks: 

attacks that Involve modification of genuine message blocks or synthesis of 

new blocks, and attacks that Involve modification of the message stream 

through manipulation of genuine. Intact blocks. Attacks of the first type can 

be detected because of the Interdependence of the authentlcator tag and the 

remainder of the block as noted above. In the latter category are acts such 

as deletion of block«, insertion of copies of old bloc ks. and rerout Ing of 

blocks back to their sender. We will now discuss the design of an 

authentlcator  tag  that  permits detection of  such  attacks. 

To  detect  these message   stream modification attacks,  we   propose   that  each 

tag     consist     of a  non-cycling  bit  pattern   that   is  predictably recognizable by 

the  receiver,   logically  chaining  each message   to  its  transmitted     predecessor, 

and  a bit   identifying  tbo  origin of  the  message,  the   terminal   or  the  host.     We 

also   require  that   If messages are  removei   or destroyed,   examination of  the  tag 

on     successfully     received     messages     can     be     used   to  determine   the  number  of 

messages  so   lost,   for  purposes of user  notification,     auditing,     and     possible 

higher  level   retransmission.     Thus,  this  predictable  sequence of  patterns  used 

in     the     tags    must     be    capable    of  being napped  analytically into  a  strictly 

monotonic  sequence  that   is dense   in  the   integers.   (3)     Using   this  scheme,     the 

receiver    of    a    message     is expecting  a  particular  tag  and any other   tag  will 

result   in   rejection of  the  message as spurious.     Tags of  this  sort can  be  used 

shouldrebrre"rlytlCally"1
in  ^     SenSe     that    a     recelver    0f    -ssages 

JlZlt  J!  ^ COrapUte   the V3ll,e  of  the   ta8  that  w111  aPP^r   in   the   ith 
Z^V^TnlTZ:  U8inR  "^ hl8  knOWled8e ^  the   ^^  -h- and  the 
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to perform the task of message authentication In conjunction with message 

sequencing and  origin   Identification. 

In the original Lucifer Implementation, designed for use on half-duplex 

connections, Felstel proposed the use of message authentication tags [FH1, 

FNS]. The tag consists of bits from fixed positions in the last clphertext 

block received, or from the last block transmitted If this Is the first 

message In an incoming group, and thus was predictable by the receiver. 

Because half-duplex connections do not allow simultaneous transmission in both 

directions, this scheme can use this simple form of message chaining to 

authenticate message traffic In both directions. Since the tag bits used for 

chained authentication are a function of the contents of each previous message 

block, Felstel has argued that there Is little chance of repetition, although 

there is no guarantee of this. Moreover, there Is no apparent means 'ir a 

receiver to ascertain the number of messages lost, should a message arrive out 

of  sequence. 

In light of the requirements set forth above for a tag design that 

enforces strict message sequencing and lost message accountability. It appears 

that consecutive numbering of messages, starting from zero, transmitted on 

each of the channels provides the simplest acceptable form of tag sequencing. 

(4) In order to fulfill the requirement of tag uniqueness (non-cycling tag 

sequence) , the tag must be large enough to not "wrap around" during the 

lifetime of  the  key. 

(4) The Inclusion of the counter assures that each clphertext block Is 
different, even If the same text Is transmitted multiple times. In situations 
where the blocks are used to transmit Individual characters, this tag design 
prevents the cipher from becoming a weak substitution cipher on single 
characters. 

• IWf      .»..    ■ 
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Steh end of the connection maintains two counters, one referring to the 

number of messages transmitted by that end of the connection and the other 

keeping track of the number of messages received. The transmission counter 

for a channel la used as the source of the sequence number portion of the tag 

for messages transmitted on that channel. (5) These counters must never cycle 

during the lifetime of the key and efforts should be made to Insure that 

different connections have   little  chance of  using  the  same  key. 

This tag  design  provides  sure detection  of  any attempt   to modify    message 

traffic     through rerouting,   reordering  or deletion of genuine messages on  this 

connection.     The  design  provides   probabilistic  detection of  any attempt  by    an 

intruder     to     either     synthesize     a message  block with an  acceptable  tag  or  to 

modify  the  contents  of a genuine message    block    without     affecting     the     tag. 

"sing       the       Lucifer      or       NBS       algorithm,     the     probability    of    erroneous 

authentication of  a message modified   In  this  fashion   Is no greater   than   l/(2k) 

If    a    Jc    bit     tag     Is    employed.   (6)     Figure  3-1   Illustrates  this type of  tag 

architecture.     (The  type     field     Indicated     Is    used     to     distinguish     control 

messages associated  with  the  protection  protocol developed   later.) 

!d5thTn
e

iLChOUnher  a"an8erae::t ma? al80 be vl*™*   a«    associating     two    counters 
on Lt channel 'xhT8 ^ nUmber 0f rae88a8eS ^^^ted and received on that channel. This use of counters corresponds to the concept of 
eventcounts as  described  by  Reed  and  Kanodla   In   [RK]. concept     of 

orobabllltv6 nf ^ PredlCtabiIulty t0 the COntent8 of the messages, the probability    of    erroneous    authentication    by    the     user   Is even  lower  as  the 
^n  ruder cannot  systematically force "meaningful"   user-level message    contents 
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origin 
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message   specific 
data 

authentlcator  tag 

Figure  3-1 

Generic   Format of  Message  Blocks 

A characteristic of both this tag scheme and the original Lucifer 

authentication technique Is that they provide an Intruder with the cleartext 

of a portion of each message block: the tag. We alluded to the nature of the 

problem In chapter two and the appendix provides a more detailed discussion o, 

the subject. From the key searching discussion In the appendix, it Ls 

npparent that this knowledge alone Is adequate for an Intruder to determine 

the key that Is being used by attempting to decipher several Intercepted 

blocks under a single key and checking for a match on the tag field of all of 

the blocks. In the case of relatively small key spaces, like the NBS 

algorithm's 56-blt effective key, this may constitute a significant threat to 

the  security of  the  system. 

Although attempts could be made to overcome this problem In the tag 

scheme imposed above by concealing the tag, this Is probably not worthwhile. 

(7)       In   fact.   Interactive   user-computer dialogs  tend   to  contain many messages 

(7) The tag could be enciphered under a separate key using a block size equal 
to the tag size and then Inserted In the message block and enciphered along 
with the message data. If the tag bits were the only portion of the block 
known to the Intruder, this would substantially Increase the work Involved to 
break the  key. 
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that are very predictable by a sophisticated intruder, e.g., styled login 

-d error response messages from the host. Because these messages contain 

adequate amounts of know«, tnfonnatlon for an Intruder to use In a key space 

search It appears that efforts to conceal the tag portion of a message for 

this reason are not fruitful. Rather, a cipher should be used for which 

exhaustive   key  searching   Is an   Impractical   cryptanalyt lc   technique. 

Key Distribution  Protocols 

Because     the   tag value   described  above must  never  cycle,   the     tag must  be 

large  enough  to  uniquely  Identify  the maximum  number of messages   that    are     to 

be     transmitted    over    either     of   the  channels during  the   lifetime of  the   key. 

Rather  than  having   the  sl.e of  the   tag     determined     by    the     expected    maximum 

message     traffic    volume    on    one    of    the    channels    over     some extended   time 

interval,   e.g..   a month,  a  year  or  the   lifetime of  the host   system.     It     seems 

appropriate   chat  the  primary factors   In  determining  the  size of  the  tag  should 

be     the     probabilistic    degree    of     protection desired   for  the  channel  and   the 

Portion of  the block capacity devoted   to   the   tag.     iMs motivates  the    concept 

of  changing  keys as  a  means of  controlling  the  size of a   tag. 

If keys are randomly generated bit strings, then messages enciphered 

under one key effectively represent random bit strings when deciphered under a 

different key. Thus, messages enciphered under the control of a key different 

from the one currently In use on a connection pose no more of a threat than 

messages synthesized by an Intruder using randomly generated bits. Moreover, 

if there Is no easy vay to use knowledge of a previous key to discover a key 

currently  In  use.  or vice versa,   the  changing  of   keys establishes a  "firewall" 
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around the data transmitted under each separate key. Thus, there is 

additional Impetus to limit the lifetime of a key In order to minimize the 

volume of message traffic that would be compromised in the event n key is 

discovered. 

If   the   key  lifetime  extends over more  than  one  login  session,   then   it     is 

also     necessary     to    be able   to  restore  the counters  used  by both  the  terminal 

and   the  host   so   that   the message  tagging  can  resume  from  the     point     where     it 

was  terminated.   (8)     It   is undesirable  to  require both ends of   the    connection 

to   retain  the values of  the  counters  from  the   last   login  session  for each user 

or    to    have  the host retain  these values and   transmit  them to   the  terminal   in 

cleartext as  part    of    an     initialization     procedure.       These     approaches    are 

undesirable     primarily because   Interactive  sessions do not always  terminate   in 

an orderly  fashion,  due   to  communication equipment    or    host     failures.       Even 

when     sessions    do  terminate   in  an  orderly fashion,  a  system  crash at   the  host 

could  result   in  the   loss of the counter values and  thus   prevent or    compromise 

subsequent     logins.     Thus,  it  would  be especially convenient   if a   key lifetime 

were  no  longer   than one   Interactive   session,   so   that   the  problem  of    assigning 

the    correct    values    to     the    message    counters    could     be     eliminated.     V   a 

different   key  were  used   for  each  login     session,     then     the    message    councr 

could  be  set   to  zero  at  the  beginning  of each  session. 

Unfortunately,     despite     the  advantages noted above,   there  are  logistical 

difficulties associated    with     frequent     key    changes.       A    new    key    mmt     be 

(8) If the counter values are not restored properly at the beginning of each 
terminal session, but rather set to some fixed initial value or some value 
that may already hc-v? been used In previous message exchanges, then messages 
recorded trom earlier sessions could be Inserted into the connection by an 
intruder and  would  be erroneously authenticated  by the  protection modules. 

^J--«!- 
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distributed to the user via some secure channel, e.g., registered mall or 

bonded courier. One convenient medium that has been proposed for user key 

recording Is magnetic stripped plastic cards [Sml] . Changing keys by Issuing 

new cards or recalling and changing old cards entails substantial time and 

cost, making changing keys for each terminal session Impractical. This points 

to the need for transmitting a new key over the terminal-host connection. The 

new key vould have to be enciphered using some key already held by both ends 

of the connection. There are two basic approaches that may be used to 

transmit new keys: chained key changes and two-level key distribution 

systems. 

With  the  chained  kev approach, -w key Is enciphered under  the  last   key 

that was Issued and replaces that old key for all communication until another 

key change occurs. This forms a chain of key changes and, if an intruder 

discovers one key in the chain, he can easily decipher all messages 

subsequently trananitted  as he  can   follow the chain of   key changes.   (9) 

Using this chained key technique, if this new key were recorded in place 

of the old one on the magnetic stripped card, tnen a loss of this new key by 

the host In a crash would preclude further enciphered communication until a 

new key could be issued via some channel external to the system. The 

likelihood of key loss by the host is enhanced by the fact that the key held 

by it  Is changing  frequently,  so   that  backup    media    may    not    have     the    most 

(9) Given the exhaustive key searching techniques from the appendix, it is 
also possible for an Intruder to work backwards through the key changes, using 
the Identity of the discovered key as known u-ta enciphered under the previous 
key, to disclose the contents of all Intercepted interactive sessions. This 
possibility is not a new vulnerabllity since during any key lifetime there 
will be enough information available to an intruder in the form of predictable 
message  authentlcators to break each  key by exhaustive  search anyway. 
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recent copy. Also, the recording of a new key on the uaer card at the 

terminal requires the Introduction ol equipment capable of reading and writing 

on the magnetic stripped cards. Increasing the coat and complexity of the 

terminal  modules and making  them more  prone  to  failure. 

Using a two-level key distribution system, each new key Is tranaralrted 

enciphered under a distinguished key used only for Issuing new keys, thus 

preventing an Intruder from working forward through the key changes. (10) 

Some protocol must be established to allow both ends of the connection to luow 

when to use the distinguished key to decipher a new key. Thla protocol may he 

Implicit, e.g., by Issuing a new key only at the beginning of an interactive 

session,    or    It    may require  transmitting a message, enciphered  under  the  key 

currently  In  use,     Indldtlng     that     the    next    message     will     be    a    new    key 

enciphered  under   the distinguished   key. 

In order  to avoid  the difflcultlea associated with a  simple, chained,  key 

change     protocol,    a    two-level     key    distribution    system will be used at  the 

beginning of each  1.    in  session,  ana  a chained   key    change    approach    will     b- 

(10) Here, too, an Intruder usirg exhaustive searching could work backwards 
through the protocol used to Issue new keys, alter 'Iscoverlng one key, and 
discover the distinguished key. If he could discover this distinguished key 
an Intruder could then easily decipher each key change and disclose the 
contents of all conversations, or Impersonate the user In future Interactions. 
The basic protection against this threat must come from a key space large 
enough to preclude exhaustive searching. When too small a key space Is fhe 
problem, as Is the case with the NBS cipher, some measure of extra protection 
for tne distinguished key can be obtained by using a special protocol for 
initial key loading. Single blocks with no authentication Information can be 
used to transmit a series of intermediate keys each enciphered under the 
previous key. This protocol Increases the work required to discover the 
distinguished key linearly with the number of Intermediate keys. Yer It is 
used only at the beginning of the session, so that the Impact on channel 
utilization   is minimal. 
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used during the session. (11) The distinguished key hold by the user and the 

s:stem on a long term basis will be designated as the primary key. It will be 

used only to Issue a new secondary key at the beginning of each login session. 

The secondary key will be used for the encryption of regular message traffic. 

A secondary key also can be transmitted under the control of a previously 

transmitted secondary key, thus allowx.g use of multiple, chained secondary 

keys  during   a  single   Interactive  session. 

The primary key for a user will be recorded on his masaetlc stripped card 

and will be stained by the host in much the same way a password Is retained 

by many systems. The protocol for changing from the primary key to a 

secondary key, and for later secondary-to-secondary chained key changes, 

requires the host to transmit the secondary kay in a pair of enciphered 

messages, each containing half of the new key. (12) After the terminal 

receives a secondary key. it changes to the new key. resets the message 

counters, and sends a message to the host confirming receipt of the now key. 

The host has changed over to the new key and reset its counters after sending 

the  new key messages,  so   it  is ready to   receive   this confirmatory response. 

The key change messages have the s^.e general format as other messages, 

including an authenrlcator tag. m the case of a chained change from one 

secondary key to another, the tag need not be based on current counter values, 

but can be  a  static,   known  value.  3 .g..   "o".   as  such  key    changes    occur     only 
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once during any secondary key lifetime, rty employing the convention that the 

message In a key change protocol can be authenticated regardless of message 

counter values, secondary key changing can be utilized In error recovery 

procedures, when message counter synchrony Is lost. This use of key change 

protocols  will   be  explored  further   In  chapter   four.   (13) 

In the case of the primary to secondary key change associated with the 

star; of a terminal session, extra authentication measures are required, as a 

single primary key Is used to encipher the Initial secondary keys for multiple 

sessions. The tag that authenticates these primary to secondary key 

changeover messages has the logical requirement to present a unique, 

predictable patter for each login attempted during the life of the primary 

key. Without such use dependent authentication, an intruder could masquerade 

to a user as the host by playing back the initial key change messages recorded 

during an earlier session. The login authentication protocol described in the 

next section meets this requirement without reintroduclng the need for users 

to provide a different authen.icator for each login. With this login 

protocol, key change messages still use fixed tagj, and a regular data message 

bearing  the  date   and   time  provides  the  unique,   predictable  pattern. 

(13) When key changes are used in situations that are full-duplex, an with 
chained secondary keys, some form of synchronization must be emplovud to 
co-ordinate the key change on both channels so that no outstanding messages 
are deciphered under the wrong key. Co-ordination can be achieved by having 
the terminal respond with a distinguished message when it has received a 
message indicating that a key change is about to take place. Such a 
distinguished message, which should be authenticatable independently of 
me.isage counter context and is issued only once under any key, provides a 
refei^nce point for the key change by the host. Through the use of this kind 
of protocol, and by monitoring the values of the message counters in use at 
the host to detect Impending counter wraparound. It Is possible to 
automatically change secondary keys so that the secondary key lifetime can be 
adjusted   to   the  size of the   tag  and   the message   traffic volume on  the channel. 

■'•—•—my *mr--*m '■■■"■»vi 
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Login  Protocol 

Commonly used  protocols  for logging  Into a  host  3re designed  to  effect    a 

time-Independent,  one-way authentication.   (14)     Only the   Identity claim  of  the 

user     Is    verified     by     the    host     by    requesting     a  secret  password   (or other 

personal     Identification)     known    only     to     the     user.       Below    Is    a     two-way 

authentication     scheme    based    on    encryption     techniques    and     the     protocols 

proposed   In   this chapter.     It   Is a variant  of     schemes    discussed    by    Felstel 

[FH1]     and     by    Saltzer     and  Schroeder   [SSI].     The  login  protocol   Is  presented 

from   the view of  a  user  accessing  a    host     computer     with    no    mention    of    an 

Intermediate connection  through a  network access device.     Use of this protocol 

In    a    network    context  Is discussed   in  the  next  section.     This  protocol   takes 

advantage  of  the  key distribution    protocol    described     above     to     reduce     the 

amount of   work performed  by  the  user. 

1. The user enables his terminal and establishes a connection to the 
host. 

2. The host responds in cleartext confirming the connection by sending 
the  host  name. 

3. The user transmits in cleartext his login identifier, then he inserts 
his magnetic stripped plastic card containing his (primary) key and 
enables   the encryption module. 

4. The host locates the user's primary key using the login identifier 
presented in cleartext. A new (secondary) key to be used during this 
sessijn is created and transmitted using the standard key change protocol 
described   in  the  previous  section. 

(14) Such an authentication procedure permits an intruder to masquerade as the 
host because it fails to require proof of identity from the host. Even if 
encryption is employed, the user could be confused or tricked by an intruder 
playing back recordings of previous logins because of the lack of time 
dependence  In  the  login  protocol. 

  —.-»- 
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5. The terminal deciphers the key change messages and loads this Initial 
secondary key as the host also switches to this new key. The terminal 
then transmits a message confirming key receipt. The host, upon receipt 
of the confirmation Is ready to engage In secure communication with the 
user. All communication from this point on will be carried out using the 
new key. 

S, In order to demonstrate tie time Integrity of the connection to the 
user, the host now transmits the current date and time. In clphertext, 
under the new key. The host has already been assured of the time 
integrity of the connection because of the correct receipt of the 
confirmation of key change message sent by the terminal under the new 
key. 

7. The terminal module deciphers the date and time message under control 
of the new key and displays It on the terminal, permitting the user to 
judge the identity claim of the host and the time integrity of the 
connection. 

This login protocol prevents an Intruder from "spoofing" either the user 

or the host through the use of old recorded login sessions. Although a 

conventional password authentication procedure can be followed after 

completion of the protocol, it is not necessary if possession of the primary 

key is accepted as an identifying ticket. Note that the use of a different 

secondary key for each session carries an implicit form of verification of the 

time integrity of the connection from the host's viewpoint, thus there is no 

need for the user to respond with the time and date message as part of the 

login sequence. 

Key Distribution   in Networks 

The terminal-host connection model presented in chapter two is a very 

general one, applicable to situations in which a host is accessed from 

dedicated or switched telephone lines or in general network environments. 

Below, we examine a scheme for authentication and key distribution designed 

for a  specific     network    environment,     and     we     see    how    the     login    and     key 
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distribution     protocols    developed     In     this    thesis    can     be     used   In  such  an 

environment. 

Branstad has proposed a scheme for Initiation of secure network 

communication [Bra]. In that scheme, user terminals and host sites on the 

network each hold keys that are used for Identification and fcr secure 

distribution of working (secondary) keys. The Network Access Controller 

(NAC) , a special host computer located In a network security center, acts as a 

verifier of user (and terminal) Identity and as an Inte'-ned lary in the 

distribution of the keys. The NAC holds the distinguished keys of all users 

(and terminals) and host sites, and generates and distributes the working keys 

used   fo'-  user/host  communication. 

The key distribution protocol used by Branstad does away with the 

requirement that each host hold the primary keys of all possible users; rather 

the NAC acts as a repository for all permanent keys. This has an advantage in 

that the compromise of a single host does not result in the compromise of the 

primary keys of all users who ever use that host. Similarly, It avoids the 

need for a user to Isolate his primary key from this danger by using a 

distinct  primary key  for each host   with  which he communicates.   (15) 

(15) Dlffle and Hellman have suggested a modification of this scheme in which 
three controllers are used and each distributes a working key to the user and 
the intended host (DH2] . The controllers are addressed with different 
permanent keys by both the terminal and the hoRt, and the working keys 
returned by the controllers are combined using an excluslve-or operation to 
form the final working key. Tho scheme has the advantage that the compromise 
of a single security controller does not result In disclosure of the final 
working key used by the terminal-host pair. It does entail the possession of 
two additional keys by the user, but «-his does not seem to be a major drawback 
as long as all three keys can be contained on a single magnetic stripped card. 
It also requires that all three controllers be operational or that a protocol 
be used   to  handle  the  case  when  one or more controllers are  down. 

. 
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Although     the     key    change and  login  authentication  protocols  proposed  in 

this chapter do  not  assume  the existence of network access controllers,   It     Is 

possible     to    use     these     protocols     In    conjunction  with  such  controllers    by 

allowing   the  controllers  to  pose  as a  host  to  the   terminal  and as    a     terminal 

to     the    host.     Once  the  login  authentication  protocol   has been carried  out   In 

this     fashion     between     the     terminal     and     the    controller    and     between     the 

controller    and     the     host,     the  controller  need  only switch  the connection  so 

that   the controller   Is no   longer  part of  the  connection  between     the     terminal 

and     the     host.     (16)       Of  course  a different  key would  be used  if one  were  to 

communicate  with a host  directly as opposed   to going  through    the    controller, 

for     in     the  latter  case   the host  uses  its own   key  to  establish  the connection 

to  the  controller  rather   than  employing  the   user's  key.     Tie     Important     point 

here     is    that     the     protection     protocols  need  not be different   for  these   two 

different modes of host  access,  although  the  keys  supplied  to     the     protection 

modules may  differ. 

Summary 

The authenticator tag design proposed in this chapter, consisting of a 

flag identifying the channel on which the message is to be transmitted and a 

counter of the number of messages transmitted on this channel, provides a 

simple means of detecting a  wide  range of message  stream modification  threats. 

(16) By chaining subsequent secondary key issuances rather that using the 
primary key for a two-level key change, the key change protocol described in 
this chapter is usable in network environments as envisioned by Branstad. In 
such environments it is important that key changes occurring after the login 
can take place without intervention on the part of the network access 
controller. 
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The ki:y change protocol described above permits the us» of an authentlcator 

tag that can be of moderate size as it need only be large enough to uniquely 

identify messages over the lifetime of one secondary key, an interval that is 

never longer than one terminal session, and to provide a specified 

probabilistic level of protection against erroneous authentication of 

spuriously generated messages. 

The key distribution protocols described permit the use of a primary key 

for extended time periods without sacrificing security, by employing a key 

change protocol and by using a secondary key for the bulk of interactive 

session message traffic. This key change protocol is compatible with key 

distribution scheme proposed by Branstad and by Diffie and Hellman for network 

act ess controller environments. Over the lifetime of any one secondary key, 

any message that is recorded by an intruder and injected Into a channel out of 

order can be positively detected. The removal of one or more messages from a 

channel by an intruder can be positively detected as soon as any succeeding 

message is received. Messages from previous terminal sessions provide no 

better basis for evading the authentication scheme than do messages 

synthesized   by  the   intruder   from  randomly generated  bits. 

Finally, the login authentication protocol presented in this chapter 

provides a means of initializing the connection to a secure state with a 

minimum of  user  effort. 

«T mr   -~^~. 
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Chapter   Four 

Detection of  Denial  of   Service and  Resynchronlzatlon 

In chapter three we adopted a tag design and protocols for authenticating 

messages In order to achieve the goal of detection of message stream 

modification. This chapter discusses protocols based on request-response 

messages and timeouts to detect denial of message service effected by 

connection blockage, and present« methods to resynchronlze the message 

counters at  both ends of  the  connection. 

u.-tectlon  of  Denial   of  Message  Service 

As noted earlier. In our model of the termlnal-liost connection It Is not 

possible to prevent an intruder from denying message service. Denial of 

message service can refer to a wide spectrum of Intruder attacks, from 

complete disruption or blockage of the connection to the remo"al or 

modification of a single message. The authentication protocols presented in 

chapter three already provide a means of detecting denial of message service 

that occurs as a result of message stream modification. The receipt of an 

unauthentlcatable message can indicate removal or modification by an Intruder 

of Intervening messages on a channel. If an Intruder entirely blocks message 

flow on one or both channels, nowever, the protocols of chapter three provide 

no help in detecting the disruption. In this section we develop a 

request-response    protocol     that        *  be used  to verify connection   integrity to 
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the   status  of  the connection by manunily  Lss.dn«  a  request   for  status   .,essaRe. 

and     being     Informed   of  the   receipt   of a  confirming  status  message.     By having 

the  user   Initiate  the   request   and   Judge  when   the   response   Is overdue,  we  avoid 

the  need   to   Include  a     timer     in     the     terminal     protection    module     with     the 

attendant       Increase     in    cost     and     complexity.       Below    we     shall     see     that 

transmission of a   request   for  status  message  by  the   terminal module  will   cause 

the  message  counters  for  the  connection     to    become     synchronized,     thus     this 

method     of    allowing    a     user     to     Initiate    a     check    of   the   integrity of  the 

connection also  provides   the  user  with  a means     for    manually     resynchronizlng 

the  connection. 

Resynchronizatlon 

Message     tags    and     the     request-response     protocol     provide   the means to 

detect       denial       of      message       service. We       now      consider connection 

resynchronizatlon following such a disruption. Since we have noted earlier 

that denial of message service cannot be prevented within the context of our 

model. it Is reasonable to ask why any attempt at resynchronizatlon should be 

made, as such action appears to be no more than an attempt at prevention. One 

Justification is that if an intruder is disrupting the connection, then 

automatic resynchronizatlon forces the Intruder to continue his attack in 

order to continue the disruption, possibly making easier the task of locating 

the   source of  the disruption. 

Another reason for attempting resynchronizatlon is that connection 

disruption may be the result of a communication system failure not Induced by 

an     intruder.       Although     the encryption control modules are  envisioned  as not 

IV 
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assumlnR primary responsibility for recovery from transmission errors and 

similar low level communication system errors (see chapter six), it Is still 

prudent to provide for resynchronizatlon measures to be used In response to 

such errors. By providing mechanisms for resynchronlzatlon, the protection 

system becomes more robust In the face of some types of failures by lower 

level communication system components and permits the use of the protection 

system In environments that provide varying levels of error recovery. In 

particular, communication systems may Implicitly assjme that the user can 

manually resynchronlze the connection if lower level mechanisms fall. The use 

of encryption and the authentication protocols described In this thesis 

precludes such manual resynchronlzatlon by the user, thus some automatic 

re;;;, nchronlzatlon  protocol   Is  required. 

We will enhance the request-response messages de' rlbed In the last 

section to allow their use for resynchronlzatlon as well. Both the request 

for status and status messages will now contain, as data, the reception 

counter at the end of the connection that transmits them. In addition to the 

transmission counter that Is Included In the authentlcator tag. Figure 4-1 

Illustrates this message format (2) and labels the two channels and the 

message  counters  for  use   In  the discussion   that   follows. 

(2)  The  origin bit   In   the   '.ag   Is omitted  from  the   figure    and     the     discussion 
that   follows   for clarity. 

'~ -v -*» —■■*.,| 
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Requestor 

Tl 
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Figure 4-1 

Model   of   Request-Response   Resynchronizatlon 

We designate the sender of the request for status message as the 

requestor and the other end of the connection the responder. Referring to 

figure 4-1, the channel fron» the requestor to the responder Is channel 1 apd 

the other Is channel 2. The requestor maintains the transmission counter for 

1 (Tl) and the reception counter for 2 (R2) while the responder maintains the 

transmission    counter     for    2     (T2)   and   the  reception counter   for  1   (Rl).     The 

actions of  the  requestor and  responder described below are   Independent of both 

the   Identity of  the  requestor, either   the host or  the    terminal,    and    of    the 

circumstances    that     precipitated     the     Invocation    of    the protocol, either  a 

channel   Integrity check or  a resynchronizatlon attempt. 

The   requestor  prepares  the   request   for  status message with   the     value     of 

Tl     as     the     authentlcator     tag     and     the  value of  R2   In  the  data   part.     Tl   Is 

Incremented  and  the message   Is  transmitted. 

The   responder,   upon  receipt  of  a   request message   the   tag  of  which matches 

Rl,   Increments  Rl  and   sets T2  to   the maximum of  T2 and   R2     (from     the     request 

.'■   -w   -_   -V'-W« 
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message). He prepares a responding status message with the value of T2 as the 

tag and url th Rl in the data portion. T2 Is Incremented and the message la 

transiultted. 

The requestor accepts as valid any status message the tag of vMch 

matches R2 or the data portion of which matches Tl. (The reason for the 

alternate authentication possibility Is described below.) Upon receipt it 

such a message, R2 Is set to one greater than the maximum of R2 and T2 (from 

the status message). We will now examine how tU request-response protoco . 

as amended,   performc  to correct various   .onnectlon disruptions. 

First we note that If no messages have been removed from either channel, 

the adjustment of T2 will not change Its value and the adjustment of R2 will 

be the same a« If any regular message had been received. Thus, If the 

protocol Is Invoked as part of a connection Integrity check or In response to 

the receipt of an unauthentlcatable message, and the counters are not actually 

unsynchronized, (3) the request-response exchange will occur with no HI 

effects. 

Now we examine how the request-response protocol accomplishes 

resynchronlzatlon under circumstances when synchrony has been lost. We first 

consider the ca« of message stream modification on one channel, which is 

noticed by the requestor receiving an unauthentlcatable message (on channel 

2). Li the unlikely case that T2 is lo^r than a, which requires | previous 

erroneous authentication of one or more messages Injected by an Intruder or a 

module malfunction,   then T2  should    be    Incremented     to    match    R2.       This     is 

(3)   Receipt of an  unauthentlcatable message    resulting    from    injection    of    a 
message on  a channel  by an   intruder does not affect counter  synchrony. 

— -.»,-- /•»— 
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accomplished by the roqueat-reaponse protocol since the the request jr status 

transmitted by tho requestor contains the value of R2. The responder will 

Increment T2 to match R2 and cend a response that will be authenticated based 

on the corrected value of T2. The discrepancy In counter values Is logged by 

the   responder  after   receiving  the   renuest  message with  R2   In   It. 

If an unauthentlcatable message Is received on channel 2 because one or 

more messages have been modified or removed from that channnl, then R2 will be 

smaller than T2 and should be adjusted upward to agree with T2. r2 should not 

be decremented to agree with R2 as that would permit the retransmission of olJ 

messages by the intruder, until as many old messages were sent by him as had 

been removed. (4) The responder must Inform the requestor of the value of T2, 

but he cannot send a message that will be authenticated by a tag that matches 

R2 will-out reusing a tri, 1.1s Is where the alternate authentication 

procedure for status raesr ; • is employed, allowing the requestor to accept the 

response  and   Increment  R2  to match  T2. 

For  the  alternate     a'ithenticat' procedure     to    work    properly.     It     Is 

necessary    thit     the    "equestor    su. transmission    pending  receipt  of the 
i 

status    message.       Of      .lae,    Tl    will    not    mitch    the    Rl     value     that     was 

transmitted     In     the     status    message.     (5)       This     is    not    an       unreasonable 

restriction    on     the     requestor  as  failure  to  receive a   prompt   response   to  the 

(4) Such intruder retransml^sioT could Interfere with valid user-host 
communication as It may not be practical for the communication system, 
especially at the terminal, to retain old messages for retransmission and new 
messages that might be transmitted under already used message tags may be 
different   from  the   removed  messrges. 

(5) If additional bad messages r received by the requestor, they are logged 
but no more request for stauui messages are transmitted, so as not to 
interfere  with   the  alternate  authentication   pror   dure. 

•"•*—— —-- 
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request message Is Indicative of more serious problems. Upon receipt of the 

response, the number of messages removed or destroyed Is logged by noting the 

difference between   the   tag  and  R2. 

The    reaynchronlzatlon    scenarios    described  above  presume  that  synchrony 

has been   lost  on only  one of  the   two channels and  that    no    active    denial     of 

service    via    message     blocking  or message modification  Is occurring  on  either 

channel.     If  synchrony   Is  lost on both channels before     the     reaynchronlzatlon 

procedure    Is complete, or If messages are being blocked  or modified  on either 

channel,   then  the  procedure will  not  succeed,   leaving  the  requestors)   of     the 

requist-response   protocol  waiting  for an  authentlcatable  status message.     This 

situation     will   be detected  by the  automatic   timeout   for  the  status  message   In 

the case of a  host   Initiated  reaynchronlzatlon.     In  the    case    of    a     user    or 

terminal     Initiated     resynchronlzatlon    via   the   request-response  protocol,   the 

next  automatic   integrity check from     the     host     will    detect     the     failure     to 

resynchronlze. 

Once the host becomes aware of the problem ■ second level of recovery 

strategy is employed. A new key will be issued by the host and message 

traffic will resume from thot point. TMs is possible because the key change 

messages are authenticated Independently of counter synchrony. Although this 

key change approach to re-establishing synchrony may seem a drastic one. it 

seems Justified in light of the circumstances which are required to invoke It. 

(6)   Because  severe disruption of  the connection  results   In  this change of   key, 

(6) Unfortunately, resorting to a key change deprives the user of th 
information describing the extent of message loss as reported through the us 
ot  the request   for status and  status messages.     The   Information could  still  L 

the 
use 

provided if the status message sent in response  to completion of  the  key 
change,  or some other  special message sent immediately thereafter, carried 

T^kr^r . 
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It reduces the desirability of such an attack for an Intruder who Is trying to 

subvert the protection measures. A tl.eout Is also associated with the key 

change protocol, setting a ll.lt on how long the host will wait for the 

conn,^.       !     8tatu8    meamget  3o   that  a   faiiure  ^ 8ijcce8gfuiiy  ^^  a  new 

keywlthx. ..n appropriate time Interval will re8ult ln abandoning ^ 

connection. By associating a user specifiable ll.lt with the number of times 

this for. of resynchronlzatlon will be attempted during one login session, the 

user can maintain control over the use of resources ln 8Uch recovery 

procedures and can cause the protection system to abandon the terminal-host 

connection. 

Summa li 

We have deacrlbed a „lerarchlc approach to dealln, wth reaynchronl.atlon 

and have integrated thl. approach with denial of me9.,8e aervlce detection. 

This integration ia achieved hy naing a req„est-reaponae protocoi a. the haaia 

for both reaynchroni.ation and detection of channel „lockage, «hen the hoat 

or terminal attempta to aatabUah aynchrony after receipt of .„ 

unanthenticatabie „eaaage. firat an attempt ia made to reatore aynchrony by 

initiating the re^aat-reaponae protoco! on the other channel. If aynchrony 

I ha.    not    been     loat or baa been  loat on only one channel,   then  thi. procednre 

I Ml  aucceed, verifying    the     time     iotegrity    of     the    connection.       !£     thia 

I Procedure    faila.    or    if    ,    period ic connection   integrity chedc fail,,  a  key 

I change   i,   initiated by the hoat.     Even  if aynchrony    haa    been     loat    on    both 

I channela.     the     key change can  aucceed and eatabliah a „e„ reference point  for 

Information  about   the     values    J7f     7h2—Z :—T — . 
counters before   the   key cL"ge ^«Sd.^^    ^^^    »**•*'**** on 

wmvy- •.^- —~. 
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resumption of message exchange In a secure environment. Should the host not 

receive confirmation of the key change, within an appropriate time Interval, 

the assumption Is made that denial of message service Is actively occurring, 

either as an Intruder threat or as a result of a serious communication system 

failure,  and   the  connection  Is abandoned. 

The  protocols     presented     In    chapters     two,     three,     and     four     will     be 

described   In greater  detail   In  a sample   Implementation   In chapter  six. 

'--•'-«rw»—~     - .-    -„. 



Chapter  Five 

High  Priority Messages 

The discussion so far has Ignored the need to support high priority 

messages sent by the user to ehe host to effect some urgent control function, 

e.g., to halt a runaway user process or to stop unwanted output arriving at 

the terminal. This chapter extends the connection model to Include high 

priority messages and develops  protocols  for handling  them. 

Extending  the Terminal-Host  Connection Model 

Most Interactive computer systems embody the concept of a high priority 

message sent by a user at his terminal to his computation at the host. The 

specific messages used with different systems and subsystems vary. We presume 

that the texts of the various high priority messages are embedded In the user 

data sent on the termlnal-to-host channel, and that some high priority message 

processing (HPMP) facility in the communication system at the host scans all 

user data received on a connection, recognizes the high priority messages, and 

acts on them. Because the host communication system may employ buffering 

between the HPMP facility and the rest of the connection. It Is frequently 

necessary to provide some means of alerting the HPMP facility that a high 

priority message has arrived at the host, so that the HPMP facility can search 

the buffered input for the message. The protocols developed in this chapter 

are designed  to  provide  an  appropriate  signal,     regardless    of    the    buffering 
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High  Priority Messages 

strategies    employed     In     the host       In Vh» 
.     In   the next chapter,   the host  response   to 

the  stgos!. glven vsrloos bu„PrIn8 „„^^   ,, ^^ 

». has.s for the hlgh pr.ortty „essage protoools .. the s^mon „f . 

.P..U! ..attention" ehanne! to the oonneetlon .o.e.. .. .Uostrated U Pf8ure 

3-.     The attention channe.     ..    u3ed    Mly    „    ^     ^    ^    ^    ^    ^ 

conrectlon     that     a    hlRh     nrinrit» 
l*h     priority    message     has    been     sent    oa     the  regular 

terrainal-to-hoat channel.     Care must  be  taken   in     the     I     . 
icen   ln     the     implementation    of     the 

-    a„d    „t    .    connKtl0„    „,  to ^^^  the  attenti<)n ^^  so  ^       ^ 

Proteet.n ««O.  t. ne.er ««^   fron „^ .    9lgrai    ^    ^        ^ ^ 

channe!     pe„dIo8    _ aS)mchro„ous ^      ^  ^   ^ ^^^ ^ 

"^  the other  ^.^^„^^^^^^^^^    ^    ^    ^ 

level     co.„™lca,lon ay9tem protocol8i   lnciujing the ^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

fun-dUple, eonoeetloo.   ,„     Beeaose   the attention channel     Is    „odeled    ss    a 

separate    channel,     en     .„tr.er    „ay    ha.a    n0    ^^    „ „^ 

messages transmitted  on  it   'r™     M.   I 
on  it   .rom     regular    message     traffic TK, » »^     trartic.       Thus     we    cannot 

conceal     the     transmission    of    high     orlor^v 
nigh     priority messages and  must  be content  to 

prevent   the   intruder   from  perpetrating  undetectable    acts    of    > e    acts    of    message     stream 

modification or denial  of message  service on  this third  channel. 

sipport^^r^rss^-o? asr^Äs'sL — - - -^i. * 
signal  may be used  to  •i«a2! tfcTSSlSt^^'   80rae  fom of "••t-f-bJr 
One    commonly    used     protocol     for   ™8nilf8l°n of  ■ message on  this    channel 

half-duplex  connection'  in-lves Lnd  n'T-'l" e^br3 ^  ^^ "****** » • 
^at     the     terminal may gain  control   Ö? th* ak    0n    the    ""nection     eo 
send   the   text  of the  h[gh  priorJtTIessale    h^"' 0n-     ^  terralnal  can   ^en occ"T- P y me88a8e.  having  forced  a  line  turnaround   to 
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Figure    5-1 

Connection Model  Augmented  to  Include   the  Attention Channel 

Protocols   for  High  Priority Messages 

The protocol presented below for the transmission of high priority 

messages permits wide latitude In the number and nature of messages sent and 

the buffering strategy used in the host. It is derived from the technique 

used In the ARPANET host-to-host protocol for transmission of high priority 

messages [ARP] . Two new control message types i>r^ i-troduced to support this 

protocol: attention and data mark messages. The attention message is the 

only message transmitted on the attention channel. The data mark message is 

transmitted  on  the   terminal-to-host  channel. 

Three steps are Involved in the transmission of a high priority message. 

First, the text of the high priority message is sent on the regular 

terminal-to-host channel. Next, an attention message is constructed and 

transmitted     by    the     terminal  protection module on  the  attention channel.   (2) 

(2) In environments where an existing communication system protocol is used to 
support trananission oi high priority messages, the attention message is 
transmitted in conjunction with this existing protocol and serves to securely 
authenticate the existing protocol's claim of receipt of a valid attention 
message . 

' '■l IM^Hp— 
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Finally,  a data mark message   Is constructed and  sent  on  the     regular     terminal 

to host channel.   (3) 

The  host  protection module must  be   farther out  on  the  connection  than   the 

HPMP  facility,  as high  priority messages must  be deciphered     before     the     HPMP 

facility    can     process  them.     Thus,   the   attention message  serves  to  notify the 

protection module  that  a  high  priority message   is enroute,  while   the  data mark 

message   locates the  end   of  the   text     of     the    high     priority    message     In     the 

regular  channel  and marks  the  position  in  this channel   that  corresponds  to   the 

transmission of  the  attention message on     the    attention    channel.     (4)       Upon 

receipt     of    an    attention    message     and     the    matching    data    mark,     the  host 

protection module  signals the     HPMP     facility    of     the     arrival     of     the    high 

priority    message.       Discussion    of     the    details of  the  signalling,  and  other 

interaction  with     the     host     communication    system     In    conjunction     with     the 

processing    of    high     priority    messages.   Is deferred   to chapter   six,   as these 

details are  dependent  on  the buffering  strategy employed   in   the  host. 

Since the attention channel is distinct from the other two channels, it 

has a distinct pair of message counters associated with it. The transmission 

counter for this channel is located at the terminal end of the connection and 

the     reception    counter   is at   the host  end.     An  attention message   tag   consists 

(3) In systems that use only one type of hign priority message, e.g., a "quit" 
on Multics, no text related to the high priority message need precede the data 
mark message. Receipt of the data mark message is sufficient to transmit the 
desired control signal and mark the position in the regular terminal-to-host 
channel   that  corresponds to  the   transmission of  the  attention message. 

(4) As the data mark message is a protection module control message-, it does 
not appear in the cleartext output from the protection module, and it may need 
to be translated into a data mark character to delimit the high priority 
message  text  for processing  by  the  HPMP  facility. 
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of the usual terminal origin Identification and a tran^nission counter value 

that indicates the number of attention messages that have been transmitted 

since the initializatlon of the attention channel. Because attention messages 

are scquenced on a separate counter, they can be received and authenticated 

independent o| messages  transmitted  on   the  regular  channel.   (5) 

Each    data    mark message  carries an  authentlcator  tag  of  the  same   form  as 

other  messages    on  the  regular   terminal-to-host  channel.     Included   in  the data 

portion of  a    data    mark    message     is    the    value     of     the     attention    message 

transmission    counter  at   the  time  the data mark message  was  transmitted.     This 

serves  to  associate data mark and  attention messages.       Hence,     a    given    data 

-rk    message    can    be    correctly    paired    with    a  matching attention message, 

despite   interference on  any    channel.       TMs    design    of     the    data    mark    and 

attention    messages    also     links     together,   for detection of denial   of message 

service,   the  attention and  regular  channels. 

Figure 5-2 Illustrates the use of the protocol described .bove in the 

transmission of a high priority message. High priority message text in a user 

data (DATA) message, an attention (ATT) message, and a .iata mark (DMK) message 

are shown enroute to the host. The message formats displayed are the same as 

in chapter four: tag. type. data. Values for the regular terminal-to-host 

transmission (Tc) and reception (Re) counters and the attention message 

couiters  (Ac)   also are shown. 

(5)   We shall  see  in chapter  six   that   this 1 
s    a    necet^ary    property    for     the attention      message       because    of     nrohiZ™ TZT *l    ProPercy    tor     the «.jg.^ .rs. JUS //UTä --- r --r.- 
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Figure 5-2 

High  Priority Message Transmission  Scenario 

Although resynchronlratlon and integrity checking could be carried out 

for the attention channel separately, these functions can be performed 

simultaneously for all three channels without Introducing any new message 

types. This Is accomplished by including the appropriate attention channel 

message countei value in request for status and status messages -) and 

expanding   the  counter  update   procedures  to  include  this additional  channel. 

This extension of the resynchronlzatlon protocol la not complicated since 

this new ciannel !oes not enter into the alternate authentication scheme for 

status messages. Receipt of a data mark or attention message that does not 

have an ac<eptable authenticator tag, or receipt of a message on the wrong 

channel, resilts in initiation of the resynchronlzatlon protocol Just as does 

receipt of any other "bad" message. A new context for initiating the 

resynchronlzatlon  protocol   now exists:   receipt  of    a     data    mark    message     for 

(6) The attention channel transmission counter is included in the data portion 
of a request for status or status message transmitted by the terminal while 
the reception counter for the high priority message channel is included In 
such  messages  when  transmitted  by the host. 

'—  -• 
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which no matching attention message has arrived. This situation Indicates 

denial of service on the high priority channel and Is handled by accepting 

the high priority message preceding with the data mark message and Initiating 

the resynchronlzation protocol as though a unauthenticatable message had been 

received. 

Summary 

This chapter extended the connection model of chapter two to Include high 

priority messages and the facilities necessary to process them. A new channel 

from the terminal to the host WMS added, and two new message types, attention 

and data mark messages, were introduced to support transmission of high 

priority messages. The data portion of request for status and status messages 

was extended to contain the values of the message counters for this new 

channel. The resynchronlzation and detection of denial of message service 

protocols were modified to include the new channel . 



Chapter   Six 

Communication  System   Interfaces 

In   this  chapter  we  refine our  communication  path model,   examining  It     not 

simply    as a   termlnal-to-host  connection,  but   rather  as a  connection between   ., 

user  and  his  computation.     Our   point of view in  examining  this    connection     Is 

based     on     tho   research of computer   input/output   systems by  Clark  [Cla].     With 

this view in mind,  we  answer  the   question of  where   to position  the     protection 

modules    with  respect  to  the  various hardware  and  software modules at  botfl   the 

user  and   computation  ends of   this  connection.     The  strategy    we     adopt     is    to 

position     the    modules  to  encompass all multiplexed  system   facilities,  as well 

as all   physically unsec-  ed  facilities.     This  simplifies  the   task of verifying 

the  security claims of a  system   by restricting  the  appearance of  oleartext     to 

environments  that  are   private   to  a  single user.     Also discussed  are  the   Impact 

of     different     Input  bufferln«  strategies on host  protection module  structure. 

Mtllrt«   for  promptly recognizing     high     priority    messages,     and    methods     for 

echol.:r   characters efficiently. 

Effect: SJL SecurltV  and  Functionality  on Positioning 

Two major factors Influence the positioning of the protection modules in 

the connection between the user and his remote computation: security and 

functionality. 

With respect to security, the encryption modules provide protection from 

certain  forms of  Intruder  threats directed against   that  portion of  the  logical 
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connection that Is "between" them. Certainly all of the physically unsecured 

portion of the connection need be between the modules, but It also is useful 

to encompass certain physically secure parts of the communication system. The 

design and verification of the correct operation of the portion of the 

coramunlcntlon system that Is between the protection modules Is simplified 

because that portion cannot compromise the connection any more than the 

Intruder of our model. 

Of     special     interest     are  the  parts of  the communication  system,  whether 

physically unsecured  or     not,     that     are    multiplexed     among    many    users.       A 

fundamental     princip]        I       the     design    of  secure systems  is  the  avoidance of 

unnecessary common mechanism   [SSI],  for mechanisms that     are    common     to    more 

than  one  user   provide a  potential   path  for  unwanted  user   interaction.     Because 

the     protection    modules    are     associated  with   individual   logical  connections, 

they need  not be   implemented   in  a multiplexed   tacility    of     the     communication 

system.       Indeed,     the    encipherment     provided    by    the  protection modules can 

assure the  logical  separation of   individual   connections as  they    pass    through 

various    multiplexed     facilities.       Examples    of enmunication  system hardware 

facilities that   frequently are multiplexed   among many    connections,     and     thus 

should       be       positioned       between       the       protection    modules,     are     terminal 

concentrators  and  host   front end  processors     (FEP's).       Examples    of     software 

facilities    that     frequently are multiplexed  are buffer  management  modules  for 

multiplexed  channels.     Thus,  we  will  position  tht   protection modules so  as     to 

encompass all multiplexed   facilities  in  the communication  system,   allowing  the 

protection    modules     for a  single connection  to operate   In  an  environment  that 

is  private  to  that  connection.     This positioning  strategy     is     illustrated     in 

P*       " • ~r-        ______ n 
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Figure    6-1,   which  shows  the  path  through various communication  system modules 

that  might  be  followed  by a   typical   connection. 

terminal 
subsystem 

communication 
network 

hoo. 

physically 
unsecured 

< > 

< potent ''ally multiplexed- 

Figure 6-1 

Protection Module   Positioning  Stratjgy 

A different view of  security    can    lead     to    an    alternative    positioning 

strategy.       if    the    major    security    concern  Is preventing messages  from ever 

appearing   In  a physically    unsecured     environment     ||    cleartext,     and     It     Is 

considered     less    Important  to   prevent   leakage among   logical  connections,  then 

It can be argued  that  the modules     should     be     positioned     at     the     boundaries 

between  the  physically secure and  unsecure  portions of  the  communication  path. 

Then   irut/output  can be  forced  to  pass  through  the encryption algorithm,   thus 

assuring     that any data   that enters the unsecure environment  Is protected  from 

unauthorized disclosure.     This alternative  positioning     strategy    will    almost 

alveys    result   In multiple  Individual  cleartext connections being handled  In a 

multiplexed     facility    somewhere. We       believe       that       Improved       software 

verification techniques and careful system design will make less desirable 

this partlrular h-Ige against failures by host or terminal systems to prevent 

messages     from     .ppearlng     In  a physically unsecured envlroiroent   In cleartext. 

J 
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Moreover, as we are i.iterested In provldln« secure communication for hosts 

that have diverse user communities, this strategy seems unattractive as not 

all users may have terminals equipped with protection modules. If provision 

Is made at the host to circumvent the encryption scheme and the protection 

module to permit cleartext communication, so as to acconodate users not 

utilizing the protection module, then the original justification for the 

alternative   strategy no  longer holds. 

With respect to functionality, protection modules are constrained to be 

below the portion of the communication system that engages in syntactic 

processing of message contents. These consfaints of the communication system 

functionality are primarily a factor In positioning of the protection module 

at tht host, as almost all processing of this nature is performed at the host. 

With respect to output from the host, «ncryption can be performed only after 

such transformations as device-specific code conversion, white-space 

optimization and formatting. With respect to input to the host, messages 

must be deciphered before such transformafons as canonicallzation, break 

character detection, erase-kill processing, translation, escape sequence 

processing, character echoing, and high priority message recognition can be 

performed.   (1) 

(I) Character echoing and high priority message recognition will be discussed 
In detail later in this chapter. Canonicallzation refers to the arrangement 
of input data into a form that removes the ambiguities introduced by the use 
of carriage motion control characters (SO). Break characters delimit the 
effects of erase-kill processing and canonicallzation and cause the input to 
be formrded to higher levels for possible further processing. Escape sequence 
processing refers to the transformation of multi-character sequences used to 
enter characters that have control meanings without invoking the associated 
control functions, into their single character representation. Formatting of 
output involves conversion of tabs to spaces for terminals that do not support 
hardware-   tabs and   'isertion of  newlines  in output   when   strings are   longer   than 

-•"— — 
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At     the     terminal     end     of     the  connection,   the  security  requirements and 

functionality constraints  dictate  positioning   the     protection    mo-iule    hetween 

the     terminal     and     the     rest  of  the  communication  system.     Such  components  as 

terminal   concentrators,   line  adaptors,  and modems  will  be  "further  out"   on   the 

counection  than   the  protection module.       This     strategy    provides     substantial 

flexlblilty in  configuring  terminal   subnetworks   In  which  not  all   the   terminals 

may     be  using  the  protection modules.     At   this end  of  the  connection.   It   seems 

reasonable   to  Implement  the  protection  module   in hardware,  as  tbit end  of     the 

protection     system has been  designed  to   require a minimum of  processing   power. 

With  the   current  capabilities of  large  scale   integration.   It     seems    plausible 

that   the  protection module  hardware could  be  fabricated  using a microprocessor 

and  a  special   chip for  the  encryption  algorithm. 

At the host end of the connection, the security requirements and 

functionality constraints will usually require implementing the protection 

modules in software. (2) By implementing this protection module in software, 

the memory protection machinery in the host computer can he used to provide a 

private environment for the execution of the protection module breach 

connection, and the protection modules will be beyond any multiplexed buffers 

managed   by  the  host operating system  software.   (3) 

the line length of the target terminal. White space optimization refers '.u 
replacement of multiple spaces with tabs and of multiple line feeds with form 
feeds. 

(2) The addition of a hardware encryption/decryption Instruction to the host 
instruction  repertoire may be required   to obtain  efficient operation. 

(3) The host's memory protection machinery also may be used to protect the 
modules from user level programs that may damage or circumvent them. The user 
level^ programs might inflict damage as a result of errors or might be "Trojan 
horse" programs [SSI] supplied by an Intruder to subvert the modules and 
permit     the     Intruder   to  assume control   of   the  user's computation by disabiing 

IPB^jfgr'" o;^   ■ * ■■ 
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Implementation of   the  protection modules at   the  host  as software    modules 

private     to    each user  computation  also  has  two advantages with  respect  to   the 

design  and  verification  of  the modules  themselves.     First,  at     this     level     in 

the  software of  the  host,  modules can  usually be   Implemented  in  an  environment 

that     Is    conducive     to     the    design    of    a  well-structured  protection module, 

permitting  the     use    of     high     level,     structured     programming     languages     and 

multiple-process       (rather       than       interrupt)     organization    of     the    control 

structure.   (4)     This means  that  the modules    can    be     simple     In    design    and, 

consequently,     their  correctness may be easier   to verify because   they need   not 

deal   with   Irrelevant  communication  system  details.     Second,   It  may be  possible 

to   Isolate  many of  the  characteristics of  the     physical     connection     from     the 

protection    module,     presenting  it  with  a  simple  virtual  connection   interface. 

The  communication  system  configuration characteristics need  not be     programmed 

into  the modules.     For example,  although  the  protocols are designed  to operate 

in     a     full-duplex     environment,     they    can    be    utilized     on    either     half or 

full-duplex   physical   connections  if  the   interface     presented     to     the    modules 

reflects a  virtual   full-duplex  connection. 

or subverting the protec t ion module. "whether or not the host protection 
module is part of the security kernel [Sch] of the host system depends upon 
the security policy to be enforced. It will be part of the kernel if the 
security policy requires certain users to employ a system supplied protection 
module;  otherwise  not. 

(4) Such facilities might not be available if the host protection module w-re 
Implemented In a front end processor or in a restricted environment in the 
lowest   levels of   the operating  system. 

** 
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Buffering Strategics 

Any communication system for connecting users with Interactive 

computations must deal with the fundamental problem of synchronizing the 

arrival of messages from a user with the demands for Input from his 

computation. Many systems achieve the necessary synchronization by providing 

one or more buffers in the connection between the user and his computation, 

thus allowing the user to work ahead of its demands for input. (5) The 

positioning of these buffers has impact on the structure of the host 

protection module,  which  impact  we  will  now explore. 

Figure 6-2 illustrates possible buffer positions. In this figure, the 

box labelled EPM is the host encryption protection module for the connection, 

and that labelled CMM is a connection management module that performs the 

various required syntactic transformations on the input following decryption, 

includinj? recognition and processing of high priority messages. For different 

communication system organizations, b if fers may appear at positions A, B, am' 

C in any combination. A buffer a. any of these positions can provide the 

required synchronization of arriving input and demands for input from the 

computation. 

(5) This synchronization problem also can be handled by explicitly prohibiting 
the user from entering data at his terminal until his computation is ready for 
that data. A communication system can enforce such synchronization by 
transmitting a control character to the terminal to "lock" the keyboard when 
the computation enters a state where It Is not accepting input, and then 
transmitting another control character to "unlock" the keyboard when the 
computation Is ready to accept Input. If this approach to achie"ing 
synchronization is employed, the following discussion about buffer ng and Its 
impact on  the  protocols   Is  Irrelevant. 

-*- ••-'   •4P   "W« 
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Figure 6-2 

Buffer  Position Possibilities  for  Host   Input   Channel 

Buffer     A    represents    the buffering  of  Input   to  the host   In  front of  the 

protection module,  perhaps by a  front end  processor    or    by    operating    system 

facilities.       Because   this buffer   Is between  the  protection modules,   it may be 

p«rt of a  common buffer    management    mechanism     that     supplies    messages    upon 

demand     to    all     protection modules  in   the host.     TMs buffer   is not  necessary 

and   its  presence only complicates  the  operation of  the  protection    module,     as 

we discuss  below.     Buffer  B  is also  not  necessary  if  the connection management 

module   is  implemented  so   that   It  immediately accepts  the cleartext output   from 

the     protection    module.       As     will     be     seen     in     the    next  section,  buffer   B 

complicates  the  processing of high priority messages.     Buffet     C    holds     input 

processed     by    the    connection    management  module  but  not  yet  requested  by  the 

user's computation.     Location C is the preferred position for the buffer    that 

synchronizes data arrivals with computation demands for  input. 

Response to Timeouts 

Buffer    A    Interferes    with  the processing of timeouts used  to detect  the 

failure of  a status message to arrive within a predetermined     interval.      When 
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buffer A is employed, .ie protection module first must request and examine all 

messages in buffer A before deciding that the occurrence of the •imeout really 

represents a failure to receive a ntatus message. Thus, with respect to 

processing of status timeouts, it Is preferable for the protection module 

always to receive input from the connection upon its arrival at the host, 

without the existence of buffer A. Such an arrangement is possible because 

the cleartext output from the protection module can be forwarded to buffer B 

(or  to buffer  C  if buffer   B  is not  employed). 

|igh  Priority Message  Processing 

In order for a high priority message to have its desired impact, the host 

must recognize and process it quickly upon receipt. Quick processing is no 

problem if buffers A and B are not present, for the connection management 

module will notice high priority messages as they arrive. Independently of the 

rate at which the computation demands input. (6) In this case the high 

priority message protocols of chapter five are not needed. The host 

protection module can still match data marks to attention messages and keep 

track of the various counters, but it need not signal the connection 

management module   v*ien  an  attention/data  mark pair  arrives.   (7) 

(6) The standard communication system flow control protocols prevent overflow 
in buffer C, as their action is not inhibited by the presence of the 
protection modules. 

^7) If input syncnronization is accomplished through the use of keyboard 
locking, a big priority message is usually sent by transmitting an 
out-of-l ind signa. to the host. The host then responds by sending the control 
character that causes the keyboard to be unlocked, allowing subsequent 
transmission of tho high priority message text from the terminal. In this 
case,  although  the data mark message  is not necessary,   the     attention    message 
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If  buffer   B  Is  present,   the connection management  module may    not     notice 

hlRh    priority    messages    as  they arrive.     In   this case,   the  protection module 

must   signal   the connection management  module  when  a  high  priority message    has 

arrived.       The     protection    mo..le.    upon     receipt     of a  data mark,  does  three 

things:     increments a  counter  of data mark messages  received,     places    a     data 

mark character   In  buffer   B.   and   signals the connection  management  module.     The 

data    mark character   Is  placed   In   the  buffer  so   that   the connection management 

module   fe««   „hon   to  stop  processing  Input   frora  buffer  B.     The counter  of     the 

number    of    data    mark    messages received   Is used   by  .he  connection managenent 

module,   lu conjunction  with a  counter  of  the  n-mber of data  mark characters  It 

has examined,   in order   to  synchronize  data  mark characters    and     signals     from 

the protection module.   (8) 

Finally, if buffer A is present, some facility must be provided to 

recognize attention messages and forward them to the protection module, 

bypassing buffer A. and the protection module must revest and examine the 

contents of buffer A to locate the data mark message. Flg.e 6-3 Illustrates 

this configuration, depleting the protection module, buffer A. and the 

attention message recognition  (AMR)   facility of  the  communication  system. 

c^munlcati:'  pr'toc^^10"6     ^    ^-^CT^lgnal   used  by the  standard 

(•)»!•  is an  example of  the  "wakeup  waiting"  problem  as described  by  Saltzer 

Mmm 
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Attention  Mebrage  Recognition 

If     the  communication  system  employs a  special   protocol   for signalling on 

the  attention channel  under  regular    (unencrypted)     circumstances,     then     this 

same    protocol    can    be    use^     in    conjunction    with    the     transmLiSlon of the 

attention message   to not'.fy the  protection modul«;  that a high priority messag • 

is enroute.     Under  such circumstanzes, the  AMR facility    takes    the    attention 

message     that     was     sent     using     this standard  protocol  and   forwards  it   to  the 

protection module  for  processing.     This attention    message     is    given     to     the 

protection module  in  front of regular   input  that may be  in buffer A,   since  the 

attention    message  logically belongs on the attention channel.    The  protection 

module can decipher  and autheiticate  the  attention    message     and     request     the 

contents    of    buffer     A.     Ihese  contents are  processed   by  the  -nodule  to  locate 

the data mark message.     If  the data mark message  is not locate I  in the    buffer 

contents,       an     integrity    check     Is     Initiated,     resulting     In     flushing     the 

connection  to  the host  protection modula and  locating    of    the    data    mark    or 

timing out and  changing keys. 
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In an environment v*ieie no standard protocol Is used to support 

transmission of an attention signal and buffer A Is employed, a different 

approach must be empljyed. It an attention message had to be deciphered to be 

recognized, then the AMR facility wuld have to be able to decipher messages 

in order to recognize the attention message and forward it to the protection 

module. As buffer A and the AMR facUity may be part of the common mechanism 

ot the communication facility, this is not acceptable ,ind below we show hew to 

ameliorate   this  situation. 

In chapter five we saw that attention messages are constructed using only 

the value of the attention message transmission counter, the terminal origin 

identifier, and the type identifier for attention messages. Thus, the host 

can construct the enciphered image of the next attention message that will be 

transmitted by the terminal, under the current secondary key, and pa-s this 

bit pattern to the \MR facility as the basis for recognition of an enciphered 

attention message. (9) Upon arrival of an attention message that matches the 

template, the AMR facility forwards it to the protection module ahead of any 

messages in buffer A. The protection module proces8<ng from this point is 

same as 1f a standard communication system protocol had been used in 

conjunction with  the  transmission of  the  attention message.   (10) 

(9) A new attention message template musr be listributed at the beginning of 
each session, after every key change, ind whenever the value of the host 
attention message counter changes. The host protection module can distribute 
several templates to the AMR facility at one time, corresponding to the series 
of attention messages to be transmitted by the terninal module. This 
eliminates the likelihood of an attention message arriving and not being 
recognized by the AMR facility because the facility has not yet received the 
next   template   from  the  host   protection module. 

(10) Note that even if the enciphered attention message template has been 
compromised     by  the  communication  system and   the   attention message  received   by 

•*• «i» 
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Should an attention message be removed from the attention channel, the 

next attention message transmitted by the terminal will not match the template 

held by the AMR facility and will not be recognized as an attention message. 

A similar situation arises if an attention message is modified enroute to the 

host. In either case, examination of the "bad" attention message by the host 

protection moiule, in the course of normal message processing, results In a 

channel resynchronization, and the ustr is notified of the loss of the 

attention message. The maximum delay that can occur in recognition of an 

attention message under these circumstances is dictated by the timeout used 

for    periodic    connection  integrity checking (see chapters  four  and  six).   (11) 

By using the mechanism proposed above to solve the problem associated 

with attention message recognition, we are able to use the host protection 

module whether cr not buffer A is present and whether or not a standard 

rnramun ication system protocol is used in conjunction with the transmission of 

attention mesbages. 

Kcholng 

The term "echoing" is applied to a variety of character processing 

techniques performed on asynchronous communication lines usually operating in 

full-duplex mode.     In   its     simplest     form,     echoing    may    merely     involve     the 

the protection module is fraudulent, the module will not b»> tricked inTo 
disrupting the ir.puc to the user's computatloi. (as long as no input is 
discarded by the protection or the connection management modules) because 
there is no matching data mark message to confirm transmission of the 
attention m.ssage. The connection integrity check, initiated by the host when 
it fails to locate the data mark message, will detect this injection of the 
attention message and  resynchronize   the connection. 

(11) If this timeout is set to a short enough interval, then It may not be 
necessary  to  propagate   rn  attention message  template  as noted  above. 

wmmr —- 
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transmission back to the terminal of every character sent to the host. This 

type of echoing is sometimes designated as echoplex mode and Is used primarily 

as ■ means of verifying the reception of characters transmitted over voice 

grade lines. More elaborate echoing may Involve a substtiution for some 

characters      on      a       one-for-one      basis      or      even      a      variable length 

substltutlon-for-characters       received       from       the       user       terminal. (12) 

Additionally, echoing may be co-ordinated with host output mess, ges so that 

asynchronous Interactions do not result In haphazard mixing of user Input and 

host output on the user terminal display. The echoing connection seems to 

belong In the connection management module of the communication system 

hierarchy, for It mu^ analyze cleartext. Such placement of the echoing 

function, however, can cause Inefficient use of connection bandwidth and 

potentially unacceptable real   time delays   for the  user. 

First, we note that the use of the protection protocols eliminates a 

fundamental reason for employing echoplex mode echoing. Thia Is because use 

of the protection modules guarantees, with high probability, that the 

characters received by the user's computation have not been altered In 

transit. (13) Thus, as long as some means is provided for displaying each 

typed  character on the   terminal,   so   that   the user    can    determine     if    he    has 

(12) This las' characterization of echoing Includes tecluiiques that analyze 
terminal in .. t in an effort to complete the composition of an input line, or a 
portion thereof, on behalf of the user. Such processing Is very sensitive to 
the subsystem with which the user is interacting and thus is usually performed 
within   the  user  a  process at   the  host   [Bob]. 

(13) E-cause the host Is not actively echoing each caaracter typed by the 
user, this configuration does not provide the rapid detection of severance of 
the connection that host-based echoing provides. TMs may be a problem in 
situations where the user is typing text for which he expects no response from 
his computation, e.g.,   entering  text  into a file  for  later  editing 

ätim 
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typed     what     lie     thought     he     typed,     there     Is no need   to   Involve  the   hoHt   In 

echoplex  mode »cliolng. 

If host-based echoing Is used vrl th the protocols developed In this 

thesis, because the echoing Is more sophisticated than echoplex mode echoing, 

each character Input by the user would be enciphered In a separate message 

block and transmitted to the host, where the block would be deciphered and any 

required echo processing would be performed. The result of that processing 

would be enciphered In a message block and transmitted to the terminal where 

it would be deciphered and displayed. Thus, each character transmitted by the 

terminal would go through the encryption/decryption algorithm a total of four 

times under these circumstances. (14) This encryption overhead, when added to 

the round trip transmission time and host processing delays usually associated 

with echoing, may constitute an unacceptable real time delay for a user at his 

terminal. Of course it should be remembered that the user generally transmits 

data to the host at a much lower rate that he receives it and the effective 

bandwidth provided by this approach to echoing may be acceptable If the 

protection modules are   fast  enough. 

In many hosts echoing is performed by some multiplexed facility, e.g., a 

front end processor. For the security reasons noted earlier, It I* not 

desirable to permit a multiplexed facility to contain the host protection 

module In order to perform echoing. Because the echoing performed by a 

multiplexed facility Is usually relatively simple, as opposed to sophisticated 

echoing     that     requires    a  private,  host-based   process,   the   solution  presented 

(14) This transmission of blocks containing single characters results In block 
space utilization of about 5Z and 10Z for Lucifer and NBS block sizes 
respectIvely, 

m*mm 
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below alleviates the  problem  of    multiplexed     facility    echoing,     as    well     as 

reduclnR   transmission and  encryption overhead. 

As     an    alternative     to    host-based     echoing     in   iltuatlons not requiring 

extremelv sophisticated    echo     processing,    we    propose     the    addition    of    an 

echoing    module     to    the    protection module  located at  the  terminal  end  of  the 

connection.    The decree of sophistication provided  by such a module    can    vary 

over    a    wide range depending upon  the desires of the user community.     Details 

of   local   echoing procedures have    been    developed    as    the    Remote     Controlled 

Transmission     and     Echoing     (RCTE)   Option   In   the  ARPANET TELNET protocol   (ARP) 

for use   in  situations where  the   time delay associated with conventional   remote 

echoing   is considered  unacceptably long.   e.g..   m  satellite     connection»,     from 

continental     users    to     the     Aloha  system   In  Hawaii,  or  vi^en   the  host  do.-     Ml 

wish  to be burdened    with    the    extra    processing.       The    Telnet     system    alao 

provides    a    host     level     protocol    option     for such  local  echoing   (TCC1.     The 

concept  of using a microprocessor  to   implement  such a  local  echoing module ha» 

already been  suggested  in connection with  packet  radio  networks     [KaR].       This 

approach  to  echoing eliminates the  real   time delay and   Inefficient block space 

utilization  problems noced above and does not  require the participation of any 

nultiplexeJ   facility in.  the echoing. 

If a private process or task Is provided to monitor terminal input and 

the connectlou management module Is contained In this process, then 

sophlaticated forms of echoing can still be provided by directing the terminal 

echoing module to transmit (for echoing) only those characters that require 

special processing. This minimizes the Impact of echo processing on the 

connection     perfomance    since      most characters are locally echoed and  only a 

--> 
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few require echo processing by the host. Since sophisticated echo processing 

usually entails the use of private tasks or processes dedicated to monitoring 

terminal Input, this scheme does not Imply a drastic extension of the 

fvmctlonallty already provided   In  such  environments. 

Summan 

In this chapter we have exai. Ined factors Influencing the positioning of 

the encryption modules In the communication system. By positioning the 

modules above the level of multiplexed facilities In the communication system, 

the security guarantees provided by the modules cover much of tht 

communication system. This results In r^luced complexity In verifying the 

secure operation of both the protection modules and encompassed portions of 

the cormunlcatlon system, and Increased flexibility «n conrlgurlng diverse 

user terminal networks. Problems associated with recognition of attention 

messages In various host communication environments wire examined and 

techniques of supportlPG high priority message transmission In «11 of these 

envlromaents were presented. Probl «ms associated with a broad spectrum of 

echoing techniques were examined and It wa^ proposed that. In the case of 

simple echoing on asynchronous lines, sora.-» variant of a remote controlled 

transmission and echoing protocol be employed to reduje real time delays and 

to  Improve bandwidth  utilization. 

-—   ■ 



Chapter   Seven 

Control   Structure of the  Protection Modules 

This chapter consolidates the discussion of the earlier chapters by 

presenting a description of both the terminal and host protection modules. 

This detailed description brings out aspects of the Interaction of the 

protection protocols that is not evident from the independent description« of 

the  protocol««  in  earl if chapters. 

Message   Formats 

Seven types of messages were introduced or implied In the discussion of 

protocols in earlier chapters. Formats for these message types are presented 

In Figure 7-1. No specific message block size is presumed in thl« 

description, thus such detail« a« the width of the varlou« field« and unu«ed 

space will be Ignored. (1) These message formats can be used with either the 

128-blt Lucifer blocks or the 64-blt  NBS blocks. 

A« Indicated In chapter three, all messages have the same general format, 

con«l«tlng of origin Identification, transmission counter, message type, and 

data fields. The host is identified by a "l" in the origin field and fie 

terminal I« Identified by a "0". The data field contain« Information «peclflc 

to  a given message  type and  the message  type  field classifies the message as a 

(1)     In     particular,     relative     field     widths    do    not       Imply      actual       size 
relationship« among  fields. 
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data   (DATA),   status  (STA),   rsquest   for  status   (RFS),  key change  (KC1     &    KC2) , 

attention  (ATT),  or data mark (PMK)   message. 

trans, 
name      origin    counter     type 

DATA 0/'.   i       Tc CC 

data   field 

characters 

STA 0/1 '   Tc STA Re "Ac   r 

RFS 0/1" Tc RFS Re Ac 

DMK Tc DMK Ac 

ATT 1° Ac ATT 
- 

KC1 00...0 KC1 ist half of new key 

KC2 00...0 KC2       2nd  half of  new key 

Figure 7-1 

Message  Fotv.aLs 

Data messages are used to transmit the character strings that represent 

explicit user-computation correspondence, including the text of high priority 

messages. The transmission counter of the sender forms DATA.Tc. In the type 

field   is recorded   the  number of characters,  DATA.CC,     contained     in     the    data 

■' i ■ t 11» ^ 
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field. To prevent coi.fuslon, type field values for the other six message 

types are numbers bigger than trie character capacity of a data message. 

Several data messages may be needed to transmit a user level logical unit of 

correspondence. Because the number of characters contained in the data field 

is indicated in DATA.CC, no special conventions are required for indicating 

the end of the used portion of the data  field. 

The authentication tag of a status message contains the same information as 

in a data message, while the type field identifies the message as a status 

message. STA.Re in the data field contains the value of the regular m-ssage 

reception counter of the sender and STA.Ac contains the value of the attention 

message counter   from  the  sender's end  of the  connection. 

The content of a request for status message differs from that of a status 

message only  in   the   type   field. 

In a data mark message, the standard transmission counter (DMK.Tc) field 

is used but the origin is always "0", indicating the terminal as sender. The 

data   field  contains  the value  of  the   terminal's attention message   trananission 

counter   in  DMK.Ac. 

In an attention message, the origin is always "O", the transmission 

counter (ATT.Ac) field contains the value of the terminal's attention message 

transmission counter  and  the data   field   is not  used. 

Two types are used for key-changes. The origin field »s always "1". 

indicating the host as sender, and the transmission counter field contains 

some onstant value agreed upon by both ends of the connection, e.g., "0". 

The data field contains half of the new key (KCx.Key), the first half arriving 

in  the   first  key-change message and  the  second half  in   the  second. 

i 
■■   >   ■-» —-v . 
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Protection Module  Structure 

Cont:ro1  Structure of   the Modules 

Although there are .any ways the modules can he viewed and In.ple.ented. 

we have chosen to describe each module as a single process, using message 

style interprocess communication facilities for the Interfaces to the 

tennlnal. the user process in the host, a.d the communication system. An 

actual implementation may -e multiple processes and/or processors for each 

-dule. We have not described a mult l-process( or) Implementation of the 

-dules    so     that     we    may    mU    the    detail . of  avoiding   intention  over   the 

counters  Tc ,  Re,  and  Ac   that could     reanlr     fr«™ 
couia     result     from    asynchronous     processing    of 

■i .aages on  the  three channels of a connection. 

Bach protection module can be viewed as consisting of three operating 

states: the normal state. the ^ad-messa^e 8tate. and che key.change gtate# 

(2) The normal and bad-message state are very similar In both modules, while 

the   key-change  state   Is module specific. 

Two fun<:tlona are „^ freqrently by both mlMmi mmt9i ^^ ^ 

error !,,„„.„„. ^^ „„^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ ^ ^^ 

trmmlmlm   coneor.   con,binI„g   tl,la    cou„ter    value     ^     ^    ^^ 

Ideottftcatioo bu to t„m the „,. appe„dI„g ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

field of the ™e8Sago. then onolphorlng thc „„pleted .„.a8e block. , 

packaged .ca.age U read, for Ummimt* „„ an „atbound channel. The data 

field and th, type fUld of the „ea.age are aappHed to the part of the module 

that packagea the „eaaage. .„ the caae of the tern^al „odole. there U al„ 

en     indication    of    whether     the attention „r  regular „eaaage counter   I. to be 

mjhe  tcnln...  .eduU alao contain, a   tran.lent  atartlng state,  the ^-^alt 
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u8ed  a„d.   InpIlcmy.  „,„„„   to ^  the     reguur    ^    ^^^^^      ^       ^ 

transmission of  the message. 

Error    .„gg,„g    „    a„     lmplementatIo„    ^„„^  ^^      ^   ^ ^ 

j losing can be aCcompUshed by rec„rdi„8 error measa8e8 „ ,    ,„,    ^^^^^ 

-«■    .Mk    co„„ecUo„.       *t     the    Ul.lMli     loggln8    My    ^ (]ccOTpU8hed by 

,eneratl„g n.8.ages „„ the   termlnal dlsplay ^ ^^ ^^    ^^^ ^^ 

etc. 

The structure „f the  two protectlor, „odules U ^tte eigner.       M    shall 

deserve   the   ter.lna, ^ule  fIr.t and  then ^^   ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

how It differs from the   terminal module. 

I" the „ormel state, the termloal module Is blocked welting for both 

cleerte.t end dpbertext Input. ,„ the beu-messege stete, entered after the 

receipt of en uneuthentlceteble messege and subsequent transm.sslon of a.. KFS. 

and m the ke.-change state the module I, walt.ng for clpbertext Input only' 

(3) 

We     first     describe     the     processing    of clphertext  Input  by  the   terminal 

module,  examining  the   transitions between  the  state« „nH  ^ 
cne states and  the    processing     that 

oecurs upon receipt of varloü8 ne8sage typ88 Flgure ^ ^^ ^ 

control structure of the terminal module In terms of the three states listed 

ab.ve and should be exemlued *lle read.„g the  following discussion. 

«ter     transmuting    bis    login   .aentlfler   In clearte.t. the  user   Inserts 

hi. primary key and enebles  the protection module.       n,e     terminel    module     is 

»/   tn   cnese   two  states,     keyboard     inn„t-     < 
:corapll8hed     by piovldln«  a  buffer   flli n0t     Proce88e<l-       This    may    be 

!  these   two  stage's,  or b^ "locLn"" ^he ^boL'S!'   ^  ^ ^^   '*  ln 0ne 

'■* j*.  * 


